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Memorandum 

To: District 32 Republican Club

Re: Legislation & Politics 

From: Chuck Serio, Legislative Committee Chairman 

Date: May 1, 2018 

Federal 

HR 644 – Conscience Protection Act

Representative Diane Black (R-TN-6) introduced this bill on January 24, 2017.  According to the 
Congressional Research Service, “This bill amends the Public Health Service Act to codify the 
prohibition against the federal government and state and local governments that receive federal 
financial assistance for health-related activities penalizing or discriminating against a health care 
provider based on the provider's refusal to be involved in, or provide coverage for, abortion.”  The 
bill has 135 Republican cosponsors and 2 Democrat cosponsors.  Congressman Andy Harris (R-
MD-1) is the only cosponsor from Maryland.  It was referred to the House Committee on Energy 
and Commerce which has taken no action. 

Presidential Nomination – Stuart Kyle Duncan to Fifth Circuit Court of 
Appeals

Duncan was confirmed by the Senate on April 24 by a vote of (50-47).  He is President Trump’s 
15th circuit court nominee to be confirmed.1  In spite of the fact that Duncan, who was a law professor 
at the University of Mississippi and has argued more than 30 cases in federal appellate court and 
two before the U.S. Supreme Court, only one Democrat voted for confirmation.  That was Senator 
Joe Manchin (D-WV).2   Senator Manchin has apparently noticed that Donald Trump won West 
Virginia by a double-digit margin.  The Democrat Party’s only policy seems to be resistance to the 
outcome of the 2016 election. 

S 2525 – First Amendment Defense Act

Senator Mike Lee (R-UT) introduced this bill on March 8, 2018 to ensure that the federal 
government will take no discriminatory action against a person who speaks or acts in accordance 
with their moral conviction that marriage is a union of one man and one woman or that sexual 
relations outside marriage are improper.  It has 22 Republican cosponsors and no Democrat 
cosponsors.  It is now being considered by the Senate Judiciary Committee. 

1 Tiffany Bates / Elizabeth Slattery, The Daily Signal, April 24, 2018 
2 Ibid. 

http://www.md32gop.org/
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/644?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22HR+644%22%5D%7D&r=1
https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=115&session=2&vote=00082
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-bill/2525
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Maryland General Assembly 

HB 1302 – Extreme Risk Protective Orders (Red Flag)

Analysis: 

This bill establishes an “extreme risk prevention order” and sets forth a process by which 
a petitioner may seek a court order to prevent a respondent from possessing a firearm for 
the duration of the order under specified conditions. A petitioner includes specified health 
professionals, a law enforcement officer, or any other interested person.3

HB 1302 was introduced by Delegate Valentino-Smith, Democrat from Prince George’s County, 
and cosponsored by Delegate Beidle (D-32).  The National Rifle Association is opposed to these 
laws because it allows courts to infringe on Second Amendment rights without the level of evidence 
required for criminal proceedings.4   The House of Delegates voted (116-17) to pass it.  District 32 
Delegates Beidle, Chang and Sophocleus voted in support of the bill.  The Maryland Senate followed 
suit on April 6 and voted (31-13) to approve the bill.  Senator DeGrange (D-32) voted in favor of 
the bill.  Governor Hogan has approved the bill. 

SB 677 – Union Access to New Employee Program (Update)

At the time of last month’s report, neither chamber had voted on the Senate version of the bill. 

Analysis: 

This bill requires the Department of Budget and Management (DBM), the University System of 
Maryland system institutions (USM), Morgan State University (MSU), St. Mary’s College of 
Maryland (SMCM), and Baltimore City Community College (BCCC) to provide specified employee 
information in a searchable and analyzable electronic format to an exclusive representative within 
30 days of a new employee’s hire and as specified in the bill. It repeals the right of employees to 
opt out of the release of their personal information to an exclusive representative and expands the 
personal information that must be provided; it also requires that an exclusive representative be 
allowed to meet with a new employee in the relevant bargaining unit. 

The Senate approved the bill on March 26 by voting (33-14).  Senator DeGrange (D-32) was among 
those voting in the affirmative.  The House followed suit on March 30, voting (88-48) to pass it.  
District 32 Delegates Beidle, Chang and Sophocleus voted yes on the bill. 

SB 1028 – Conversion Therapy Ban for Minors (Update)

At the time of last month’s report, the House had not voted.  On April 4, the House approved the 
bill (95-27).  District 32 Delegates Beidle, Chang and Sophocleus all voted for the bill.  Governor 
Hogan has pledged to sign it.5

3 Department of Legislative Services 
4 WJZ/Associated Press, February 27, 2018 
5 Nico Lang, INTO, April 20, 2018

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?pid=billpage&stab=01&id=HB1302&tab=subject3&ys=2018rs
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2018RS/votes/House/0458.pdf
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2018RS/votes/Senate/1208.pdf
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?pid=billpage&stab=01&id=sb0677&tab=subject3&ys=2018RS
http://cloud-wr-us2.acronis.com/links/8C0FFAC32DC799B39B600E9A1DDF9767
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2018RS/votes/Senate/0802.pdf
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2018RS/votes/House/0955.pdf
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?pid=billpage&stab=01&id=sb1028&tab=subject3&ys=2018RS
http://cloud-wr-us2.acronis.com/links/8C0FFAC32DC799B39B600E9A1DDF9767
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2018RS/votes/House/1082.pdf
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H.R.644 - Conscience Protection Act of 2017
115th Congress (2017-2018) | Get alerts


Sponsor: Rep. Black, Diane [R-TN-6] (Introduced 01/24/2017)


Committees: House - Energy and Commerce


Latest Action: House - 01/24/2017 Referred to the House Committee on Energy and Commerce.  (All


Actions)


Tracker: Introduced Passed House Passed Senate To President


Summary: H.R.644 — 115th Congress (2017-2018)


There is one summary for H.R.644. Bill summaries are authored by CRS.


Shown Here:


Introduced in House (01/24/2017)


Conscience Protection Act of 2017


This bill amends the Public Health Service Act to codify the prohibition against the federal government and


state and local governments that receive federal financial assistance for health-related activities penalizing


or discriminating against a health care provider based on the provider's refusal to be involved in, or provide


coverage for, abortion. Health care providers include health care professionals, health care facilities, social


services providers, health care professional training programs, and health insurers.


The Office for Civil Rights of the Department of Health and Human Services, in coordination with the


Department of Justice (DOJ), must investigate complaints alleging discrimination based on an individual's


religious belief, moral conviction, or refusal to be involved in an abortion.


DOJ or any entity adversely affected by such discrimination may obtain equitable or legal relief in a civil


action. Administrative remedies do not need to be sought or exhausted prior to commencing an action or


granting relief. Such an action may be brought against a governmental entity.


H.R.644 - 115th Congress (2017-2018): Conscience Protection Act of 2017 | Congress.gov | Library of Congress
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Cosponsors of HR 644 Conscience Protection Act 
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Rep. Fortenberry, Jeff [R-NE-1]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Farenthold, Blake [R-TX-27]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Huizenga, Bill [R-MI-2]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Roskam, Peter J. [R-IL-6]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Pittenger, Robert [R-NC-9]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Duncan, Jeff [R-SC-3]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Kelly, Trent [R-MS-1]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Wagner, Ann [R-MO-2]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Gibbs, Bob [R-OH-7]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Banks, Jim [R-IN-3]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Blackburn, Marsha [R-TN-7]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Moolenaar, John R. [R-MI-4]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Mooney, Alexander X. [R-WV-2]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Latta, Robert E. [R-OH-5]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Hice, Jody B. [R-GA-10]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Cramer, Kevin [R-ND-At Large]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Rothfus, Keith J. [R-PA-12]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Davis, Rodney [R-IL-13]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Wenstrup, Brad R. [R-OH-2]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Stewart, Chris [R-UT-2]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Foxx, Virginia [R-NC-5]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Jones, Walter B., Jr. [R-NC-3]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Hultgren, Randy [R-IL-14]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Noem, Kristi L. [R-SD-At Large]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Smith, Christopher H. [R-NJ-4]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Carter, Earl L. "Buddy" [R-GA-1]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Johnson, Mike [R-LA-4]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Duncan, John J., Jr. [R-TN-2]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Yoder, Kevin [R-KS-3]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Roe, David P. [R-TN-1]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Walberg, Tim [R-MI-7]*  01/24/2017 
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Rep. Babin, Brian [R-TX-36]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Wilson, Joe [R-SC-2]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Scalise, Steve [R-LA-1]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Lamborn, Doug [R-CO-5]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Palazzo, Steven M. [R-MS-4]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Mitchell, Paul [R-MI-10]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Bridenstine, Jim [R-OK-1]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Luetkemeyer, Blaine [R-MO-3]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Gohmert, Louie [R-TX-1]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Rooney, Thomas J. [R-FL-17]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Brady, Kevin [R-TX-8]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Allen, Rick W. [R-GA-12]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Franks, Trent [R-AZ-8]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Guthrie, Brett [R-KY-2]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Walorski, Jackie [R-IN-2]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Marchant, Kenny [R-TX-24]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Kelly, Mike [R-PA-3]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Rokita, Todd [R-IN-4]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Hensarling, Jeb [R-TX-5]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Olson, Pete [R-TX-22]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Meadows, Mark [R-NC-11]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Chabot, Steve [R-OH-1]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Aderholt, Robert B. [R-AL-4]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Graves, Sam [R-MO-6]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Johnson, Bill [R-OH-6]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Yoho, Ted S. [R-FL-3]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Fleischmann, Charles J. "Chuck" [R-TN-3]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Brat, Dave [R-VA-7]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Bilirakis, Gus M. [R-FL-12]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Roby, Martha [R-AL-2]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Loudermilk, Barry [R-GA-11]*  01/24/2017 
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Rep. Biggs, Andy [R-AZ-5]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Poe, Ted [R-TX-2]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. LaMalfa, Doug [R-CA-1]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Pearce, Stevan [R-NM-2]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Webster, Daniel [R-FL-11]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Hudson, Richard [R-NC-8]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Perry, Scott [R-PA-4]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Hill, J. French [R-AR-2]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Rutherford, John H. [R-FL-4]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Harris, Andy [R-MD-1]*  01/24/2017 


Rep. Griffith, H. Morgan [R-VA-9]  01/31/2017 


Rep. Flores, Bill [R-TX-17]  01/31/2017 


Rep. Emmer, Tom [R-MN-6]  01/31/2017 


Rep. Jordan, Jim [R-OH-4]  01/31/2017 


Rep. Murphy, Tim [R-PA-18]  01/31/2017 


Rep. Amash, Justin [R-MI-3]  01/31/2017 


Rep. Love, Mia B. [R-UT-4]  01/31/2017 


Rep. Renacci, James B. [R-OH-16]  01/31/2017 


Rep. Collins, Chris [R-NY-27]  02/01/2017 


Rep. Peterson, Collin C. [D-MN-7]  02/14/2017 


Rep. Marshall, Roger W. [R-KS-1]  02/15/2017 


Rep. Turner, Michael R. [R-OH-10]  02/15/2017 


Rep. Lipinski, Daniel [D-IL-3]  02/15/2017 


Rep. Ferguson, A. Drew, IV [R-GA-3]  02/28/2017 


Rep. Grothman, Glenn [R-WI-6]  02/28/2017 


Rep. Hartzler, Vicky [R-MO-4]  02/28/2017 


Rep. Higgins, Clay [R-LA-3]  02/28/2017 


Rep. McClintock, Tom [R-CA-4]  03/09/2017 


Rep. Johnson, Sam [R-TX-3]  03/09/2017 


Rep. Wittman, Robert J. [R-VA-1]  03/09/2017 


Rep. Goodlatte, Bob [R-VA-6]  03/15/2017 
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Rep. Messer, Luke [R-IN-6]  03/15/2017 


Rep. Bucshon, Larry [R-IN-8]  03/15/2017 


Rep. Smucker, Lloyd [R-PA-16]  03/15/2017 


Rep. Young, David [R-IA-3]  03/22/2017 


Rep. Walker, Mark [R-NC-6]  03/23/2017 


Rep. Arrington, Jodey C. [R-TX-19]  03/23/2017 


Rep. Palmer, Gary J. [R-AL-6]  04/04/2017 


Rep. Bacon, Don [R-NE-2]  04/04/2017 


Rep. Conaway, K. Michael [R-TX-11]  04/04/2017 


Rep. LaHood, Darin [R-IL-18]  04/04/2017 


Rep. McKinley, David B. [R-WV-1]  04/06/2017 


Rep. Bishop, Mike [R-MI-8]  04/25/2017 


Rep. Massie, Thomas [R-KY-4]  07/20/2017 


Rep. Abraham, Ralph Lee [R-LA-5]  09/01/2017 


Rep. Jenkins, Evan H. [R-WV-3]  09/01/2017 


Rep. Bishop, Rob [R-UT-1]  09/01/2017 


Rep. Ratcliffe, John [R-TX-4]  09/01/2017 


Rep. Collins, Doug [R-GA-9]  09/01/2017 


Rep. Bergman, Jack [R-MI-1]  09/06/2017 


Rep. Gallagher, Mike [R-WI-8]  09/11/2017 


Rep. Davidson, Warren [R-OH-8]  09/12/2017 


Rep. Labrador, Raul R. [R-ID-1]  09/12/2017 


Rep. Sessions, Pete [R-TX-32]  09/18/2017 


Rep. Graves, Tom [R-GA-14]  09/18/2017 


Rep. Joyce, David P. [R-OH-14]  09/18/2017 


Rep. Kustoff, David [R-TN-8]  09/21/2017 


Rep. Long, Billy [R-MO-7]  09/25/2017 


Rep. Norman, Ralph [R-SC-5]  09/26/2017 


Rep. Scott, Austin [R-GA-8]  09/27/2017 


Rep. Zeldin, Lee M. [R-NY-1]  10/02/2017 


Rep. Weber, Randy K., Sr. [R-TX-14]  11/07/2017 
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Rep. Jenkins, Lynn [R-KS-2]  12/01/2017 


Rep. King, Steve [R-IA-4]  12/05/2017 


Rep. Gosar, Paul A. [R-AZ-4]  12/06/2017 


Rep. Burgess, Michael C. [R-TX-26]  01/25/2018 


Rep. Duffy, Sean P. [R-WI-7]  03/05/2018 


Rep. Smith, Adrian [R-NE-3]  03/07/2018 


Rep. Williams, Roger [R-TX-25]  03/07/2018 


Rep. Crawford, Eric A. "Rick" [R-AR-1]  03/14/2018 


Rep. Handel, Karen C. [R-GA-6]  03/14/2018 


Rep. DesJarlais, Scott [R-TN-4]  03/14/2018 


Rep. Byrne, Bradley [R-AL-1]  04/11/2018 


Rep. Newhouse, Dan [R-WA-4]  04/17/2018 


Rep. Culberson, John Abney [R-TX-7]  04/23/2018 
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Senate Confirms ‘the Neil Gorsuch of
Louisiana’ to High-Ranking Federal Bench


Tiffany Bates / Elizabeth Slattery / April 24, 2018


The Senate voted 50-47 on Tuesday to confirm all-star appellate lawyer Kyle Duncan to the 5th


U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. Duncan is President Donald Trump’s 15th circuit court nominee


to be confirmed since taking office.


Dubbed by Louisiana Attorney General Jeff Landry as “the Neil Gorsuch of Louisiana,” Duncan


is currently a lawyer in private practice. He has argued more than 30 cases in federal appellate


courts, including two before the Supreme Court.


Previously, Duncan served as Louisiana’s first solicitor general (or appellate chief), as general


counsel of the Becket Fund (a nationally recognized public interest law firm), and as a law


professor at the University of Mississippi Law School. After entering private practice, he


continued to advance Louisiana’s interests by defending the state’s laws on marriage, abortion,


and religious liberty.


At Becket, Duncan served as the lead lawyer in Hobby Lobby’s challenge to the Obamacare


contraceptive mandate. He supervised Becket’s representation of an Orthodox Jewish inmate


against a prison that violated his rights and a mosque against a discriminatory land-use


regulation under the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act.


Duncan has also handled a broad range of other types of cases, noting at his confirmation


hearing that he has “had a case on every one of the Bill of Rights except the Third


Amendment” (there aren’t many of those) and has handled cases for and against government


in the civil and criminal contexts.


While the left did its best to try to vilify Duncan, his record shows he will make a top-notch


judge who shows respect to the rule of law, the Constitution, and the litigants before him.


>>> Listen to “SCOTUS 101”: Elizabeth Slattery and Tiffany Bates bring you up to speed


on their Supreme Court podcast.
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After entering private practice, he
continued to advance Louisiana’s interests by defending the state’s laws on marriage, abortion,
and religious liberty.








At his confirmation hearing, Sen. Chuck Grassley, R-Iowa, asked Duncan to elaborate on how


serving as solicitor general is relevant to being a judge. Of being the state’s chief advocate in


court, Duncan said, “You have to take the politics out. You have to focus on the law. … You


have to make the most zealous and reasonable arguments you can within the precedents.”


Duncan even received support from his opponents in court. Paul Baier, Duncan’s opposing


counsel in Louisiana’s same-sex marriage case, hailed Duncan a “magnificent nominee.” Baier


wrote:


I always appreciated and respected Kyle’s advocacy for his client and his respect for


the humanity of the same-sex couples who would be most affected by the case. While


I disagreed with many of his arguments, often emphatically, I never found a trace of


bias, bigotry, or any disrespect toward the same-sex individuals in the case.


Both of us strove mightily as adversaries. But we continue to eat and drink as friends.


Kyle knows well the difference between the advocate’s role for his client (in the same-


sex marriage case, the state of Louisiana) and what he would be called upon to


decide as a judge on the 5th Circuit. I maintain this view of Kyle even after having


faced off against him in the highly charged atmosphere of same-sex marriage


litigation. His ability to act as a judge and not advocate will surely carry over to other


questions of public importance facing the 5th Circuit.


Duncan also received support from current and former state solicitors general, who said


Duncan has “the personal and professional qualities that should typify” the federal bench.


We, the authors, have had the privilege of working with Duncan over the years—first when he


was general counsel of Becket and later when he entered private practice. He’s exactly the


type of judge our country needs. He is committed to interpreting the Constitution and laws


according to their original public meaning.


We agree completely with former Attorney General Ed Meese, who wrote, “[T]he president


could do no better than nominating Kyle Duncan.”


Trump should be commended for tapping Duncan for this judgeship, and congratulations are in


order for our newest appeals court judge.


Senate Confirms ‘the Neil Gorsuch of Louisiana’ to High-Ranking Federal Bench - The Daily Signal
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UNITED STATES SENATE 


Roll Call Vote 115th Congress - 2nd Session 


Vote Summary XML 


Question: On the Nomination (Confirmation Stuart Kyle Duncan, of Louisiana, to be United States 


Circuit Judge for the Fifth Circuit ) 


Vote Number: 82 Vote Date: April 24,2018, 03:01 PM 


Required For Majority: 1/2 Vote Result: Nomination Confirmed 


Nomination Number: PN1410 


Nomination Description: Stuart Kyle Duncan, of Louisiana, to be United States Circuit Judge for 


the Fifth Circuit 


Vote Counts: YEAS 50 


NAYs 47 


Not Voting 3 


*Information compiled through Senate LIS by the Senate Bill Clerk under the direction of the 


Secretary of the Senate 


Vote Summary 


By Home State 


By Senator Name By Vote Position 


Alphabetical by Senator Name 
Alexander (R-TN), Yea 
Baldwin (D-WI), Nay 
Barrasso (R-WY), Yea 
Bennet (D-CO), Nay 
Blumenthal (D-CT), Nay 
Blunt (R-MO), Yea 


Booker (D-NJ), Nay 
Boozman (R-AR), Yea 
Brown (D-OH), Nay 
Burr (R-NC), Yea 
Cantwell (D-WA), Nay 
Ca pito (R-WV), Yea 
Cardin (D-MD), Nay 
Carper (D-DE), Nay 
Casey (D-PA), Nay 
Cassidy (R-LA), Yea 


Collins (R-ME), Yea 


Coons (D-DE), Nay 
Corker (R-TN), Yea 


Cornyn (R-TX), Yea 


Cortez Masto (D-NV), Nay 
Cotton (R-AR), Yea 
Crapo (R-ID), Yea 
Cruz (R-TX), Yea 


Daines (R-MT), Yea 


Donnelly (D-IN), Nay 


Duckworth (D-IL), Not Voting 
Durbin (D-IL), Nay 
Enzi (R-WY), Yea 
Ernst (R-IA), Yea 
Feinstein (D-CA), Nay 
Fischer (R-NE), Yea 


Flake (R-AZ), Yea 
Gardner (R-CO), Yea 
Gillibrand (D-NY), Nay 
Graham (R-SC), Yea 


Grassley (R-IA), Yea 
Harris (D-CA), Nay 
Hassan (D-NH), Nay 
Hatch (R-UT), Yea 
Heinrich (D-NM), Nay 
Heitkamp (D-ND), Nay 
Heller (R-NV), Yea 
Hirono (D-HI), Nay 
Hoeven (R-ND), Yea 
Hyde-Smith (R-MS), Yea 
Inhofe (R-OK), Yea 
Isakson (R-GA), Yea 
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Johnson (R-WI), Yea 


Jones (D-AL), Nay 


Kaine (0-VA), Nay 
Kennedy (R-LA),Yea 


King (I-ME), Nay 


Klobuchar (D-MN), Nay 


Lankford (R-OK), Yea 


Leahy (D-VT), Nay 


Lee (R-UT), Yea 
Manchin (D-WV), Yea 


Markey (D-RA), Nay 


McCain {R-AZ), Not Voting 


McCaskill (D-M0), Nay 
McConnell (R-KY), Yea 


Menendez (D-NJ), Nay 


Merkley (D-OR), Nay 


Moran (R-KS), Yea 


Murkowski (R-AK), Yea 


Vote Summary 


By Home State 


Murphy (D-CT), Nay 


Murray (D-WA), Nay 


Nelson (D-FL), Nay 


Paul (R-KY), Not Voting 
Perdue (R-GA), Yea 


Peters (D-MI), Nay 


Portman (R-011),Yea 


Reed (0-RI), Nay 
Risch (R ID), Yea 
Roberts (R-KS), Yea 


Rounds (R-SD), Yea 


Rubio (R-FL), Yea 


Sanders (I-VT) Nay 


Sasse (R-NE), Yes 


Schatz (0-HI), Nay 


Schumer (D-NY), Nay 


Scott (R-SC), Yea 


Shaheen (D-NH), Nay 


By Senator Name By Vote Position 


Grouped By Vote Position 


Alexander (R-TN) 


Barrasso (R-WY) 


Blunt (R-M0) 


Boozrnan (R-AR) 


Burr (R-NC) 


Capita (R-WV) 


Cassidy (R-LA) 


Collins (R-ME) 


Corker (R-TN) 


CoffrYn (P-TX) 
Cotton (R-AR) 


Craps (R-ID) 


Cruz (R-TX) 


Daines (R-M7) 
Enzi (R-WY) 


Ernst (R-IA) 


Fischer (R-NE) 


Baldwin (D-WI) 


Bennet (D-00) 
Blumenthal (D-CT) 


Booker (D-NJ) 


YEAs —50 
Flake (R-AZ) 


Gardner (R-CO) 


Graham (R-SC) 


Grassley (R-IA) 


Hatch (R-UT) 
Heller (R-NV) 


Hoeven (R-ND) 


Hyde-Smith (R-MS) 


Inhofe (R-OK) 


Isakson (R-GA) 


Johnson (R-WI) 


Kennedy (R-LA) 


Lankford (R-OK) 


Lee (R -UT) 


Manchin (0-WV) 


McConnell (R-KY) 


Moran (R-KS) 


NAYs --47 


Brown (D-OH) 


Cantwell (D-WA) 
Cardin (D-MD) 


Carper (D-DE) 


Shelby (R-AL), Yea 


Smith (D-MN), Nay 


Stabenow (D MI), Nay 


Sullivan (R-AK), Yea 
Tester (D-MT), Nay 


Thune (R-SD),Yea 


Tills (R-NC), Yea 


Toomey (R-PA), Yea 


Udall (D-NM), Nay 
Van Holten (0-ND), Nay 


Warner (D-VA), Nay 


Warren (D-MA), Nay 


Whitehouse (D-RI), Nay 


Wicker (R-MS), Yea 


Wyden (D-OR), Nay 


Young (R-IN),Yea 


Murkowsid (R-AK} 


Perdue (R-GA) 


Portman (R-OH) 


Risch (R-ID) 


Roberts (R-KS) 
Rounds (R-SD) 


Rubio (R-FL) 


Sasse (R-NE) 


Scott (R SC) 


Shelby (R-AL) 


Sullivan (R-AK) 


Thune (R-SD) 


This (R-NC) 


Toomey (R PA) 


Wicker (R-MS) 


Young (R-IN) 


Casey (D-PA) 


Coons (D-DE) 
Cortez Masto (D-NV) 


Donnelly (D-IN) 
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Durbin (D-IL) 


Feinstein (D-CA) 


Gillibrand (0-NY) 
Harris (0-CA) 


Hassan (D-NH) 


Heinrich (0-NM) 


Heithamp (D-ND) 


Hirano (Dail)


Jones (D-AL) 


!Caine (D-VA) 


King (I-ME) 


Kiobuchar (D-MN) 


Duckworth (D-IL) 


Vote Summary 


By Home State 


By Sena 


Grouped by Home State 
Abberne: 


Jones (D-AL), Noy 


Alaska: 
Murkowskl (R-AK), Yea 


Arizona: 
Flake (R-AZ),Yea 


Arkensat 


Booirnan (R-AR), Yea 


California: 
Feinstein (0-CA), Nay 


Colorado: 


Bennet (D-CO), Nay 


Connecticut 


Blumenthal (D CT), Nay 
Delaware: 


Carper (D-DE), Nay 


Florida: 


Nelson (D-FL), Nay 


Georgia: 


Isa icson (R-GA), Yea 


Hawaii: 


Hirano (D-HI), Nay 


Idaho: 


Crapo (R-ID),Yea 


Emil= 
Duckworth (D-IL), Not Voting 


Indiene: 


Leahy (0-VT) 


Markey (D-MA) 


McCaskill (D-MO) 


Menendez (D-NJ) 
Merkley (D-OR) 


Murphy (D-CT) 


Murray (D-WA) 


Nelson (D-FL) 


Peters (D-MI) 


Reed (0-RI) 


Sanders (I-VT) 


Schatz (D-111) 


Not Voting - 3 
McCain (R-AZ) 


for Name By Vote Position 


Shelby (R-AL),Yea 


Sullivan (R-AK), Yea 


McCain (R-AZ), Nat Voting 


Cotton (R-AR),Yn 


Harris (D-CA), Nay 


Gardner (R-CO), Yam 


Murphy (D-CT), Noy 


Coons (D-DE), Nay 


Rubio (R-FL),Yoa 


Perdue (R-GA), Yea 


Schatz (D-HI), Nay 


Risch Yea 


Durbin (D-IL), Nay 


Schumer (D-NY) 


Shaheen (D-NH) 


Smith (D-MN) 


Stabenow (0-MI) 


Tinter (D-MT) 


Udall (D-NM) 


Van Hollen (0-ND) 


Warner (D-VA) 


Warren (D MA) 


Whitehouse (D-RI) 


Wyden (D-OR) 


Paul (R-KY) 
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Donnelly (D-IN), Nay Young (R-IN), Yea 


Iowa: 


Ernst (R-IA), Yea Grassley (R-IA), Yea 


Kansas: 


Moran (R-KS), Yea Roberts (R-KS), Yea 


Kentucky: 


McConnell (R-KY), Yea Paul (R-KY), Not Voting 


Louisiana: 


Cassidy (R-LA), Yea Kennedy (R-LA), Yea 


Maine: 


Collins (R-ME), Yea King (I-ME), Nay 


Maryland: 


Cardin (D-MD), Nay Van Hollen (D-MD), Nay 


Massachusetts: 


Markey (D-MA), Nay Warren (D-MA), Nay 


Michigan: 


Peters (D-MI), Nay Stabenow (D-MI), Nay 


Minnesota: 


Klobuchar (D-MN), Nay Smith (D-MN), Nay 


Mississippi: 


Hyde-Smith (R-MS), Yea Wicker (R-MS), Yea 


Missouri: 


Blunt (R-MO), Yea McCaskill (D-MO), Nay 


Montana: 


Daines (R-MT), Yea Tester (D-MT), Nay 


Nebraska: 


Fischer (R-NE), Yea Sasse (R-NE), Yea 


Nevada: 


Cortez Masto (D-NV), Nay Heller (R-NV), Yea 


New Hampshire: 


Hassan (D-NH), Nay Shaheen (D-NH), Nay 


New Jersey: 


Booker (D-NJ), Nay Menendez (D-NJ), Nay 


New Mexico: 


Heinrich (D-NM), Nay Udall (D-NM), Nay 


New York: 


Gillibrand (D-NY), Nay Schumer (D-NY), Nay 


North Carolina: 


Burr (R-NC), Yea Tillis (R-NC), Yea 


North Dakota: 


Heitkamp (D-ND), Nay Hoeven (R-ND), Yea 


Ohio: 


Brown (D-OH), Nay Portman (R-OH), Yea 


Oklahoma: 


Inhofe (R-OK), Yea Lankford (R-OK), Yea 


Oregon: 
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Markley (D-OR), Nay Wyden (D-OR), Nay 


Pennsyfrania: 


Casey (D-PA), Nay Toomey (R-PA), Yea 


Rhode Island: 
Reed (D-RI), Nay Whitehouse (D-RI), Nay 


South Carolina: 


Graham (R-SC), Yw Sad" (R-SC), Yea 


South Dakota: 


Rounds (R SD), Yea Thu ne (R-SD), Yea 
Tennessee: 


Alexander (R-TN), Yea Corker (R-TN), Yea 


Texas: 


CornYn CR-TX), Yea Cruz (R-TX), Yea 


Utah: 


Hatch (R-UT), Yea Lee (R-UT), Yea 
Vermont 


Leahy (D-VT), Nay Sanders (I-VT), Nay 


Virginia: 


Kaine (D VA), Nay Warner CD VA), Nay 


WashIngtons 
Cantwell (D-WA), Nay Murray (D-WA), Nay 


Wart Virginia: 


Capita (R-WV), Yea Manchin (D-WV), Yee 


Wiscauin: 
Baldwin (D-WI), Nay Johnson (R-WI), Yea 
Wyoming: 


Barrasso (R-WY), Yea Enzl (R-WY), Yea 


Vote Summary By Senator Name By Vote Position 


By Home State 
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S.2525 - A bill to ensure that the Federal Government shall
not take any discriminatory action against a person, wholly
or partially on the basis that such person speaks, or acts, in
accordance with a sincerely held religious belief or moral
conviction that marriage is or should be recognized as a
union of one man and one woman, or two individuals as
recognized under Federal law, or that sexual relations
outside marriage are improper.
115th Congress (2017-2018) | Get alerts


Sponsor: Sen. Lee, Mike [R-UT] (Introduced 03/08/2018)


Committees: Senate - Judiciary


Latest Action: Senate - 03/08/2018 Read twice and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.  (All


Actions)


Tracker: Introduced Passed Senate Passed House To President


Summary: S.2525 — 115th Congress (2017-2018)


A summary is in progress.


S.2525 - 115th Congress (2017-2018): A bill to ensure that the Federal Government shall not take any discriminatory action against a person, wholly ...
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Underline
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II 


115TH CONGRESS 
2D SESSION S. 2525 


To ensure that the Federal Government shall not take any discriminatory 


action against a person, wholly or partially on the basis that such 


person speaks, or acts, in accordance with a sincerely held religious 


belief or moral conviction that marriage is or should be recognized 


as a union of one man and one woman, or two individuals as recognized 


under Federal law, or that sexual relations outside marriage are im-


proper. 


IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 


MARCH 8, 2018 


Mr. LEE (for himself, Mr. RUBIO, Mr. CRAPO, Mr. HATCH, Mr. INHOFE, Mr. 


BLUNT, Mr. RISCH, Mr. WICKER, Mr. ENZI, Mr. JOHNSON, Mr. 


ROUNDS, Mr. BARRASSO, Mr. SASSE, Mr. HOEVEN, Mr. THUNE, Mr. 


PAUL, Mr. PERDUE, Mr. SCOTT, Mr. COTTON, Mr. BOOZMAN, Mr. CRUZ, 


and Mr. MORAN) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and 


referred to the Committee on the Judiciary 


A BILL 
To ensure that the Federal Government shall not take any 


discriminatory action against a person, wholly or par-


tially on the basis that such person speaks, or acts, 


in accordance with a sincerely held religious belief or 


moral conviction that marriage is or should be recognized 


as a union of one man and one woman, or two individ-


uals as recognized under Federal law, or that sexual 


relations outside marriage are improper. 
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•S 2525 IS


Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-1


tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 2


SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. 3


This Act may be cited as the ‘‘First Amendment De-4


fense Act’’. 5


SEC. 2. FINDINGS. 6


Congress finds the following: 7


(1) Leading legal scholars concur that conflicts 8


between same-sex marriage and religious liberty are 9


real and should be addressed through legislation. 10


(2) As President Obama stated in response to 11


the decision of the Supreme Court in United States 12


v. Windsor, 133 S. Ct. 2675 (2013), ‘‘Americans 13


hold a wide range of views’’ on the issue of same- 14


sex marriage, and ‘‘maintaining our Nation’s com-15


mitment to religious freedom’’ is ‘‘vital’’. 16


(3) Nevertheless, in 2015, when asked whether 17


a religious school could lose its tax-exempt status for 18


opposing same-sex marriage, the Solicitor General of 19


the United States Donald Verrilli represented to the 20


United States Supreme Court that ‘‘[i]t’s certainly 21


going to be an issue’’. 22


(4) Protecting religious freedom from govern-23


ment intrusion is a government interest of the high-24


est order. Legislation advances this interest by rem-25
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•S 2525 IS


edying, deterring, and preventing government inter-1


ference with religious exercise in a way that com-2


plements the protections mandated by the First 3


Amendment to the Constitution of the United 4


States. 5


(5) Laws that protect the free exercise of reli-6


gious beliefs and moral convictions about marriage 7


will encourage private citizens and institutions to 8


demonstrate tolerance for those beliefs and convic-9


tions and therefore contribute to a more respectful, 10


diverse, and peaceful society. 11


(6) In a pluralistic society, in which people of 12


good faith hold more than one view of marriage, it 13


is possible for the government to recognize same-sex 14


marriage as required by the United States Supreme 15


Court without forcing persons with sincerely held re-16


ligious beliefs or moral convictions to the contrary to 17


conform. 18


SEC. 3. PROTECTION OF THE FREE EXERCISE OF RELI-19


GIOUS BELIEFS AND MORAL CONVICTIONS. 20


(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provi-21


sion of law, the Federal Government shall not take any 22


discriminatory action against a person, wholly or partially 23


on the basis that such person speaks, or acts, in accord-24
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•S 2525 IS


ance with a sincerely held religious belief, or moral convic-1


tion, that— 2


(1) marriage is or should be recognized as a 3


union of— 4


(A) one man and one woman; or 5


(B) two individuals as recognized under 6


Federal law; or 7


(2) sexual relations outside marriage are im-8


proper. 9


(b) DISCRIMINATORY ACTION DEFINED.—As used in 10


subsection (a), a discriminatory action means any action 11


taken by the Federal Government to— 12


(1) alter in any way the Federal tax treatment 13


of, or cause any tax, penalty, or payment to be as-14


sessed against, or deny, delay, or revoke an exemp-15


tion from taxation under section 501(a) of the Inter-16


nal Revenue Code of 1986 of, any person referred to 17


in subsection (a); 18


(2) disallow a deduction for Federal tax pur-19


poses of any charitable contribution made to or by 20


such person; 21


(3) withhold, reduce the amount or funding for, 22


exclude, terminate, or otherwise make unavailable or 23


deny, any Federal grant, contract, subcontract, co-24


operative agreement, guarantee, loan, scholarship, li-25
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•S 2525 IS


cense, certification, accreditation, employment, or 1


other similar position or status from or to such per-2


son; 3


(4) withhold, reduce, exclude, terminate, or oth-4


erwise make unavailable or deny, any entitlement or 5


benefit under a Federal benefit program, including 6


admission to, equal treatment in, or eligibility for a 7


degree from an educational program, from or to 8


such person; or 9


(5) withhold, reduce, exclude, terminate, or oth-10


erwise make unavailable or deny, access or an enti-11


tlement to Federal property, facilities, educational 12


institutions, speech fora (including traditional, lim-13


ited, and nonpublic fora), or charitable fundraising 14


campaigns from or to such person. 15


(c) ACCREDITATION; LICENSURE; CERTIFICATION.— 16


The Federal Government shall consider accredited, li-17


censed, or certified for purposes of Federal law any person 18


that would be accredited, licensed, or certified, respec-19


tively, for such purposes but for a determination against 20


such person wholly or partially on the basis that the per-21


son speaks, or acts, in accordance with a sincerely held 22


religious belief or moral conviction described in subsection 23


(a). 24
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•S 2525 IS


SEC. 4. JUDICIAL RELIEF. 1


(a) CAUSE OF ACTION.—A person may assert an ac-2


tual or threatened violation of this Act as a claim or de-3


fense in a judicial or administrative proceeding and obtain 4


compensatory damages, injunctive relief, declaratory re-5


lief, or any other appropriate relief against the Federal 6


Government. Standing to assert a claim or defense under 7


this section shall be governed by the general rules of 8


standing under article III of the Constitution. 9


(b) ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES NOT REQUIRED.— 10


Notwithstanding any other provision of law, an action 11


under this section may be commenced, and relief may be 12


granted, in a district court of the United States without 13


regard to whether the person commencing the action has 14


sought or exhausted available administrative remedies. 15


(c) ATTORNEYS’ FEES.—Section 722(b) of the Re-16


vised Statutes (42 U.S.C. 1988(b)) is amended by insert-17


ing ‘‘the First Amendment Defense Act,’’ after ‘‘the Reli-18


gious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act of 19


2000,’’. 20


(d) AUTHORITY OF UNITED STATES TO ENFORCE 21


THIS ACT.—The Attorney General may bring an action 22


for injunctive or declaratory relief against an independent 23


establishment described in section 104(1) of title 5, United 24


States Code, or an officer or employee of that independent 25


establishment, to enforce compliance with this Act. Noth-26
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•S 2525 IS


ing in this subsection shall be construed to deny, impair, 1


or otherwise affect any right or authority of the Attorney 2


General, the United States, or any agency, officer, or em-3


ployee of the United States, acting under any law other 4


than this subsection, to institute or intervene in any pro-5


ceeding. 6


SEC. 5. RULES OF CONSTRUCTION. 7


(a) NO PREEMPTION, REPEAL, OR NARROW CON-8


STRUCTION.—Nothing in this Act shall be construed to 9


preempt State law, or repeal Federal law, that is equally 10


or more protective of free exercise of religious beliefs and 11


moral convictions. Nothing in this Act shall be construed 12


to narrow the meaning or application of any State or Fed-13


eral law protecting free exercise of religious beliefs and 14


moral convictions. 15


(b) NO PREVENTION OF PROVIDING BENEFITS OR 16


SERVICES.—Nothing in this Act shall be construed to pre-17


vent the Federal Government from providing, either di-18


rectly or through a person not seeking protection under 19


this Act, any benefit or service authorized under Federal 20


law. 21


(c) NO AFFIRMATION OR ENDORSEMENT OF 22


VIEWS.—Nothing in this Act shall be construed to affirm 23


or otherwise endorse a person’s belief, speech, or action 24


about marriage. 25
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•S 2525 IS


(d) NO IMPACT ON DEFINITION.—Nothing in this 1


Act shall be construed to alter the definition of marriage 2


for Federal or State purposes. 3


(e) SEVERABILITY.—If any provision of this Act or 4


any application of such provision to any person or cir-5


cumstance is held to be unconstitutional, the remainder 6


of this Act and the application of the provision to any 7


other person or circumstance shall not be affected. 8


SEC. 6. DEFINITIONS. 9


In this Act: 10


(1) FEDERAL BENEFIT PROGRAM.—The term 11


‘‘Federal benefit program’’ has the meaning given 12


that term in section 552a of title 5, United States 13


Code. 14


(2) FEDERAL; FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.—The 15


terms ‘‘Federal’’ and ‘‘Federal Government’’ in-16


clude— 17


(A) any department, commission, board, or 18


other agency of the Federal Government; 19


(B) any officer, employee, or agent of the 20


Federal Government; and 21


(C) the District of Columbia and all Fed-22


eral territories and possessions. 23
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•S 2525 IS


(3) PERSON.—The term ‘‘person’’ means a per-1


son as defined in section 1 of title 1, United States 2


Code, except that such term shall not include— 3


(A) publicly traded for-profit entities; 4


(B) Federal employees acting within the 5


scope of their employment; 6


(C) Federal for-profit contractors acting 7


within the scope of their contract; or 8


(D) hospitals, clinics, hospices, nursing 9


homes, or other medical or residential custodial 10


facilities with respect to visitation, recognition 11


of a designated representative for health care 12


decisionmaking, or refusal to provide medical 13


treatment necessary to cure an illness or injury. 14


Æ 
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HB1302 2018 Regular Session


Entitled: Public Safety – Extreme Risk Protective Orders


Sponsored by:Delegate Valentino-Smith


Status: In the House - Passed Enrolled


Synopsis: Authorizing certain individuals to file a petition for an extreme risk prevention order with a


certain court or law enforcement agency under certain circumstances; authorizing a certain


judge to enter an interim extreme risk prevention order to order the respondent to surrender to


law enforcement authorities any firearm in the respondent's possession and to refrain from


possession of any firearm for the duration of the extreme risk prevention order; authorizing a


judge to proceed with a final extreme prevention order under certain circumstances; etc.


Analysis: Fiscal and Policy Note (Revised)


All Sponsors: Delegates Valentino-Smith, Dumais, Atterbeary, Barve, Frush, Gutierrez, Jones, R. Lewis,


Pena-Melnyk, Sanchez, Tarlau, A. Washington, Moon, Korman, Stein, Wilkins, Gilchrist,


Jackson, Beidle, Hettleman, Frick, Lierman, Lam, P. Young, Ciliberti, A. Miller, and B. Barnes


Additional Facts: Bill File Type: Regular


Effective Date(s): October 1, 2018


Committee(s): Judiciary Judicial Proceedings


Broad Subject(s): Public Safety


GAM-HB1302 History 2018 Regular Session
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http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?pid=billpage&stab=01&id=HB1302&tab=subject3&ys=2018rs





Narrow Subject(s): Appeals -see also- Judicial Review


Arrests


Controlled Dangerous Substances -see also- Drugs; Subst Abus


Counselors -see also- Guidance Counselors; Social Workers


Courts -see also- Circuit; Appeals; District; Orphans'; etc.


Crimes and Punishments -see also- Penalties and Sentnc; etc.


District Courts


Domestic Violence -see also- Child Abuse & Neglect


Electronic Government -see also- Electronic Communication


Evidence


Fees -see also- Attys' Fees; Devt Fees & Taxes; Reimb Rates


Guns


Health -see also- Mental and Behavioral Health


Health Occupations -see also- specific health occupations


Hearings


Judges


Law Enforcement -see also- State Police, Department of


Mental and Behavioral Health


Notices


Nurses


Penalties and Sentences -see also- Death Penalty


Petitions


Physicians -see also- Dentists; Med Exmnrs; Psych; etc


Privacy


Process Serving


Protection Orders


Psychiatrists


Psychologists


Records -see also- Land Records; Vital Records


Search and Seizure


Social Workers


Threats -see also- Harrassment; Violence


Time


Weapons -see also- Guns


Statutes: Article - Courts and Judicial Proceedings


(9-109, 9-109.1, 9-121)


Article - Public Safety


(5-601 through 5-610)


April 13, 2018 1:39 P.M.


Chamber
Calendar


Date


Legislative


Date
Action Proceedings


GAM-HB1302 History 2018 Regular Session
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House 2/9/2018 2/9/2018 First Reading Judiciary


2/12/2018 2/12/2018 Hearing 3/01 at 1:00 p.m.


3/12/2018 3/12/2018 Favorable with Amendments Report by Judiciary


3/13/2018 3/10/2018 Favorable with Amendments {822614/1 Report Adopted 44


Special Order until next session (Delegate Szeliga) Adopted 44


3/14/2018 3/11/2018 Floor Amendment {793824/1 (Delegate Buckel) Rejected


(46-88)


45


Floor Amendment {293929/1 (Delegate Kipke) Rejected


(49-85)


45


Floor Amendment {903725/3 (Delegate Valentino-Smith)


Adopted


45


Second Reading Passed with Amendments 45


3/15/2018 3/12/2018 Third Reading Passed (116-17) 46A


Senate 3/16/2018 3/16/2018 First Reading Judicial Proceedings 48A


3/20/2018 3/20/2018 Hearing 3/29 at 1:00 p.m.


3/21/2018 3/21/2018 Hearing canceled


Hearing 3/23 at 11:30 a.m.
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  HB 1302 


Department of Legislative Services 
Maryland General Assembly 


2018 Session 
 


FISCAL AND POLICY NOTE 


Third Reader - Revised 


House Bill 1302 (Delegate Valentino-Smith, et al.) 


Judiciary Judicial Proceedings 


 


Public Safety - Extreme Risk Prevention Orders 
 


 


This bill establishes an “extreme risk prevention order” and sets forth a process by which 


a petitioner may seek a court order to prevent a respondent from possessing a firearm for 


the duration of the order under specified conditions.  A petitioner includes specified health 


professionals, a law enforcement officer, or any other interested person.    


   


 


Fiscal Summary 
 


State Effect:  General fund expenditures increase by a minimum of $272,400 in FY 2019 


only for programming costs, as discussed below.  Revenues are not materially affected. 


  
(in dollars) FY 2019 FY 2020 FY 2021 FY 2022 FY 2023 


Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 


GF Expenditure 274,400 0 0 0 0 


Net Effect ($274,400) $0 $0 $0 $0   
Note:() = decrease; GF = general funds; FF = federal funds; SF = special funds; - = indeterminate increase; (-) = indeterminate decrease 


  
Local Effect:  Law enforcement expenditures may increase to comply with the bill’s 


requirements.  Revenues are not materially affected.  This bill may impose a mandate on 


a unit of local government.     
  


Small Business Effect:  None. 
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Analysis 
 


Bill Summary:     
 


Petition Process 


 


A petition for an extreme risk prevention order must contain specified information, 


including any information known to the petitioner that the respondent poses an immediate 


and present danger of causing personal injury to the respondent, the petitioner, or another 


by possessing a firearm and that the extreme risk prevention order is necessary to prevent 


personal injury to the respondent, the petitioner, or another.  A petition must set forth 


specific facts in support of such information and explain the basis for the petitioner’s 


knowledge of the facts, as specified.  Among other requirements, a petition must also 


(1) describe the number, types, and location of any known firearms believed to be 


possessed by the respondent; (2) include, to the extent disclosure is not otherwise 


prohibited, health records or other health information concerning the respondent; 


(3) include supporting documents or information regarding any act or threat of violence the 


respondent made against the respondent or another, whether or not the threat involved a 


firearm; and (4) be signed and sworn to by the petitioner under penalty of perjury.   


 


A petition may be filed with the District Court, a circuit court, or, when neither court is 


open for business, a law enforcement agency for presentation to a circuit court or District 


Court duty judge. 


 


A petitioner who, in good faith, files a petition for an extreme risk prevention order is not 


civilly or criminally liable for filing the petition. 


 


Interim Extreme Risk Prevention Order 


 


On review of a petition presented by a law enforcement agency, a duty judge may enter an 


interim extreme risk prevention order to prohibit the respondent from possessing a firearm 


if the judge finds by a preponderance of the evidence that (1) there are reasonable grounds 


to believe that the respondent poses an immediate and present danger of causing personal 


injury to the respondent, the petitioner, or another by possessing a firearm and (2) an 


interim extreme risk prevention order is necessary to prevent personal injury to the 


respondent, the petitioner, or another.  An interim extreme risk prevention order must order 


the respondent to surrender to law enforcement authorities any firearm in the respondent’s 


possession and to refrain from possession of any firearm for the duration of the interim 


extreme risk prevention order. 


 


An interim extreme risk prevention order must state the date, time, and location for a 


temporary extreme risk prevention order hearing and a tentative date, time, and location 
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for a final extreme risk prevention order hearing.  Generally, or unless the judge continues 


the hearing for good cause, a temporary extreme risk prevention order hearing must be held 


on the first or second day on which a circuit court or District Court judge is sitting after 


issuance of the interim extreme risk prevention order.  An interim extreme risk prevention 


order must include specified notice to the respondent, including that a judge may issue a 


temporary extreme risk prevention order, whether or not the respondent attends a hearing.  


Whenever a duty judge issues an interim extreme risk prevention order, the judge must 


immediately forward a copy of the petition and interim extreme risk prevention order to 


the appropriate law enforcement agency for service on the respondent.  A law enforcement 


officer is required to immediately serve the interim extreme risk prevention order on the 


respondent and must notify the Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services 


(DPSCS) within two hours after service of the order.   


 


An interim extreme risk prevention order is generally effective until the earlier of the 


temporary extreme risk prevention order hearing or the end of the second business day the 


office of the clerk of the circuit court or the Office of the District Court Clerk is open 


following the issuance of the interim order.   


 


Temporary Extreme Risk Prevention Order 


 


After a hearing on a petition, whether ex parte or otherwise, a judge may enter a temporary 


extreme risk prevention order to prohibit the respondent from possessing a firearm if the 


judge finds by a preponderance of the evidence that (1) there are reasonable grounds to 


believe that the respondent poses an immediate and present danger of causing personal 


injury to the respondent, the petitioner, or another by possessing a firearm and (2) a 


temporary extreme risk prevention order is necessary to prevent personal injury to the 


respondent, the petitioner, or another.  The temporary extreme risk prevention order must 


order the respondent to surrender to law enforcement authorities any firearm in the 


respondent’s possession and to refrain from possession of any firearm for the duration of 


the order.  A temporary order must also contain specified notice to the respondent.  A law 


enforcement officer must immediately serve the temporary extreme risk prevention order 


on the respondent and notify DPSCS of the service, as specified.  The bill sets forth 


specified temporary order service requirements for a respondent who has been served with 


an interim extreme risk prevention order.  There is no cost to the petitioner for service of 


the temporary extreme risk prevention order. 


 


A temporary extreme risk prevention order is generally effective for not more than seven 


days after service of the order.  The judge may extend the temporary order as needed, not 


to exceed six months, to effectuate service of the order where necessary to provide 


protection or for other good cause.  The bill includes provisions allowing a judge to proceed 


with a final extreme risk prevention order hearing instead of a temporary extreme risk 


prevention order hearing under specified conditions, including if the petitioner and the 
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respondent expressly consent to waive the temporary extreme risk prevention order 


hearing. 


 


Final Extreme Risk Prevention Order 


 


Subject to specified exceptions, a final extreme risk prevention order hearing must be held 


no later than seven days after the temporary extreme risk prevention order is served on the 


respondent.  


 


A judge may proceed with a final extreme risk prevention order hearing if (1) the 


respondent appears at a final extreme risk prevention order hearing; (2) the respondent has 


been served with an interim or temporary extreme risk prevention order; or (3) the court 


otherwise has personal jurisdiction over the respondent.  A judge  may enter a final extreme 


risk prevention order to order the respondent to surrender to law enforcement authorities 


any firearm in the respondent’s possession and to refrain from possession of any firearm 


for the duration of the final extreme risk prevention order if the judge finds by clear and 


convincing evidence that (1) there are reasonable grounds to believe that the respondent 


poses an immediate and present danger of causing personal injury to the respondent, the 


petitioner, or another by possessing a firearm and (2) a final extreme risk prevention order 


is necessary to prevent personal injury to the respondent, the petitioner, or another.  


 


Before granting, denying, or modifying a final extreme risk prevention order, the court 


must review all open and shielded court records involving the petitioner and the 


respondent, including records of proceedings under specified provisions of law relating to 


criminal actions, peace order and protective orders, and admissions of individuals to mental 


health facilities. 


 


A copy of the final extreme risk prevention order must be served, as specified, on the 


petitioner, the respondent, the appropriate law enforcement agency, and any other person 


the judge determines is appropriate.  A copy of the final extreme risk prevention order 


served on the respondent constitutes actual notice to the respondent of the contents of the 


final extreme risk prevention order.   


 


All relief granted in a final extreme risk prevention order is effective for the period stated 


in the order, not to exceed one year.  A subsequent circuit court order pertaining to any of 


the provisions included in the final extreme risk prevention order supersedes those 


provisions.   


 


Surrender of Firearms – Procedures 


 


If a respondent surrenders a firearm in accordance with an extreme risk prevention order, 


a law enforcement officer must (1) provide to the respondent information on the process 
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for retaking possession of the firearm and (2) transport and store the firearm in a protective 


case if one is available and in a manner intended to prevent damage to the firearm during 


the time the extreme risk prevention order is in effect. 


 


The respondent is authorized to retake possession of the firearm at the expiration of an 


extreme risk prevention order unless the respondent is ordered to surrender the firearm in 


a subsequent extreme risk prevention order or the respondent is not otherwise legally 


entitled to own or possess the firearm.  The bill sets forth procedures for the transport of a 


firearm by a respondent carrying an extreme risk prevention order, as specified. 


 


A State’s Attorney or a law enforcement officer with probable cause to believe that a 


respondent who is subject to an extreme risk prevention order possesses a firearm and 


failed to surrender the firearm in accordance with the order may apply for, and a court may 


issue, a search warrant for the removal of the firearm at any location identified in the 


application for the warrant, as specified. 


 


Modification/Extension of Orders 


 


A final extreme risk prevention order may be modified or rescinded during the term of the 


order, as specified.  For good cause shown, a judge may extend the term of a final extreme 


risk prevention order for six months after giving notice to all affected persons and the 


respondent and holding a hearing, as specified.   


 


Miscellaneous Provisions 


 


The bill sets forth an appeal process from the grant or denial of an extreme risk prevention 


order petition, as specified. 


 


An interim, temporary, and final extreme risk prevention order must state that a violation 


of the order may result in criminal prosecution and imprisonment and/or a fine.  A 


temporary and final extreme risk prevention order must state that a violation of the order 


may result in a finding of contempt. 


 


All health records and other health information provided in a petition or considered as 


evidence in a proceeding pursuant to the bill’s provisions must be protected from public 


disclosure to the extent that the information identifies a respondent or a petitioner. 


 


Penalties 


 


A person who fails to comply with the provisions of an interim, temporary, or final extreme 


risk prevention order is guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to maximum penalties of 
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(1) a $1,000 fine and/or 90 days imprisonment for a first offense and (2) for a second or 


subsequent offense, a $2,500 fine and/or one year imprisonment. 


 


A law enforcement officer must arrest with or without a warrant and take into custody a 


person who the officer has probable cause to believe is in violation of an interim, 


temporary, or final extreme risk prevention order in effect at the time of the violation. 


 


Current Law:  There is no extreme risk prevention order in the State.  Statutory provisions 


set forth a process by which an individual may seek relief from abuse by filing a petition 


for a domestic violence protective order.  Among other provisions, a temporary protective 


order may order a respondent to surrender to law enforcement authorities any firearm in 


the respondent’s possession, and to refrain from possession of any firearm, for the duration 


of the temporary protective order if the abuse consisted of (1) the use of a firearm by the 


respondent against a person eligible for relief; (2) a threat by the respondent to use a firearm 


against a person eligible for relief; (3) serious bodily harm to a person eligible for relief 


caused by the respondent; or (4) a threat by the respondent to cause serious bodily harm to 


a person eligible for relief.   


 


If a final protective order is issued, such order must require the respondent to surrender to 


law enforcement authorities any firearm in the respondent’s possession, and to refrain from 


possession of any firearm, for the duration of the protective order.  


 


Background:  According to the New York County District Attorney’s Office, as of 


April 2017 (the latest information readily available), extreme risk protection orders, which 


focus on individuals who are exhibiting dangerous behavior, have been enacted in various 


forms in four states.  Proponents argue that they may serve as a method of temporarily 


preventing people in crisis from having access to guns, by allowing family members and 


loved ones to petition for intervention.   


 


In 2014, California became the first state to enact a law empowering family members as 


well as law enforcement to request that a judge issue an order based on evidence that a 


person is at risk of harming himself or herself, or others.  In 2016, Washington State 


enacted a similar measure through ballot initiative.  Similar authority for law enforcement 


officers to seek a court order has been available for years in Indiana and Connecticut.  


 


State Fiscal Effect:  General fund expenditures increase by a minimum of $272,410 in 


fiscal 2019 only for programming costs for the Judiciary and DPSCS, as discussed below.  


The bill’s penalty provisions are not anticipated to materially affect State finances. 
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Judiciary 


 


General fund expenditures for the Judiciary increase by a minimum of $222,410 in 


fiscal 2019 only for necessary computer reprogramming costs.  Expenditures may 


minimally increase further in the first year for costs associated with creating necessary 


forms and implementing the new process for extreme risk prevention orders in the courts.  


Although the bill will result in additional hearings, which must be held in an expedited 


manner, it is nevertheless anticipated that hearings can be accommodated without 


materially impacting the workload or finances of the Judiciary. 


 


DPSCS 


 


Pursuant to the Family Law Article, if the petitioner has requested notification of the 


service of a protective order, DPSCS must (1) notify the petitioner of the service on the 


respondent of an interim or a temporary protective order within one hour after a law 


enforcement officer electronically notifies DPSCS of the service and (2) notify the 


petitioner of the service on the respondent of a final protective order within one hour after 


knowledge of service of the order on the respondent.  The bill does not specifically require 


DPSCS to notify a petitioner once an extreme risk prevention order has been served.  


However, because it does require law enforcement to notify DPSCS once an order is 


served, for purposes of this fiscal and policy note, it is assumed that DPSCS will notify a 


petitioner who has requested notification.  Accordingly, general fund expenditures increase 


by an estimated $50,000 in fiscal 2019 only for programming costs.  


 


Local Fiscal Effect:  Depending on the number of petitions for extreme risk prevention 


orders each jurisdiction receives, local law enforcement expenditures may increase for 


costs associated with storing additional firearms and executing additional search warrants.  


Furthermore, costs may increase to the extent that law enforcement agencies need 


additional resources to facilitate the presentation of interim extreme risk prevention orders 


to duty judges when the courts are not open.   


 


The bill is not anticipated to materially impact the workload of the circuit courts.  The bill’s 


penalty provisions are not anticipated to materially affect local finances.  


 


 


Additional Information 
 


Prior Introductions:  None. 


 


Cross File:  None. 
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Information Source(s):  Anne Arundel, Charles, Frederick, and Montgomery counties; 


Judiciary (Administrative Office of the Courts); New York Times; New York County 


District Attorney’s Office; Department of Legislative Services 


 


Fiscal Note History:  First Reader - February 28, 2018 


Third Reader - March 23, 2018 


 Revised - Amendment(s) - March 23, 2018 


 


mm/kdm 


 


Analysis by:   Jennifer K. Botts  Direct Inquiries to: 


(410) 946-5510 


(301) 970-5510 


 







‘Red Flag’ Law To Seize Guns Moving Through
Md. General Assembly « CBS Baltimore


February 27, 2018 at 12:04 pm


BALTIMORE (WJZ/AP) — A proposed “red flag” law in Maryland would allow
family members or friends to have authorities temporarily seize guns from a person
who they believe poses a threat to themselves or others.


The Maryland bill was introduced days before the deadly Florida school shooting by
Maryland House Delegate Geraldine Valentino-Smith, D-Prince George’s. The bill is
currently in the Maryland General Assembly and a hearing is scheduled for Thursday.


The law would create “lethal violence protection orders” that would allow family
members — including a current or recent “dating partner,” roommate or legal guardian
— to petition a judge for a temporary restraining order enabling law enforcement
officers to seize guns or ammo.


Five states — California, Connecticut, Indiana, Oregon and Washington — already have
“red flag” laws. Nearly 20 states, including Maryland, as well as Washington, D.C. are
considering a version of such law.


The Associated Press reports the red flags around the alleged Parkland gunman,
Nikolas Cruz, weren’t enough for relatives, law enforcement or school officials at
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School to request a judicial order barring him from
possessing guns.


Cruz reportedly had a slew of warning signs: expelled from school, fought with
classmates, had a fascination with weapons and hurting animals, possessed disturbing
images and posted comments to social media, had previous mental health treatment.


A “red flag” law is currently not on the books in Florida, however, Democratic
lawmakers introduced legislation last fall.


Many gun-rights activists oppose the laws. They say they can be used to unfairly take
away rights from people who have not been convicted of crimes or professionally
evaluated for mental illness.


The National Rifle Association’s lobbying arm has said such laws allow courts to
remove Second Amendment rights “based on third-party allegations and evidentiary
standards” that are lower than what’s required in criminal proceedings.


Connecticut led the way with a 1999 law, passed after an employee shot and killed four
executives at the state Lottery headquarters. It allows police to remove guns based on
probable cause that a person poses a “risk of imminent personal injury.”


In a study published last year, researchers at Duke, Yale, Connecticut and Virginia
estimated that dozens of suicides have been prevented by the law, roughly one for every
10 gun seizures carried out. They said such laws “could significantly mitigate the risk”
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posed by the small number of legal gun owners who might suddenly pose a significant
danger.


Follow @CBSBaltimore on Twitter and like WJZ-TV | CBS Baltimore on Facebook


(© Copyright 2018 The Associated Press. All Rights Reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.)
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SB0677 2018 Regular Session


Entitled: State Personnel – Collective Bargaining – Exclusive
Representative Access to New Employee Program


Sponsored by:Senator Madaleno


Status: In the Senate - Second Reading Passed with
Amendments


Synopsis: Requiring the Department of Budget and Management, University System of Maryland system


institutions, Morgan State University, St. Mary's College of Maryland, and Baltimore City


Community College to provide certain information on certain employees to certain exclusive


representatives within 30 days of a new employees date of hire; requiring certain employers to


permit an exclusive representative to attend and participate in a certain new employee


orientation; etc.


Analysis: Fiscal and Policy Note


All Sponsors: Senators Madaleno, Benson, Feldman, Guzzone, Klausmeier, Manno, Mathias, Oaks,


Rosapepe, and Zucker


Additional Facts: Cross-filed with: HB1017


Bill File Type: Regular


Effective Date(s): October 1, 2018


Committee(s): Finance


Broad Subject(s): State Government - Personnel


Narrow Subject(s): Agents and Brokers


Budget and Management, Department of


Collective Bargaining


Community Colleges


Contracts -see also- Land Installment Contracts; Procurement


Electronic Communication -see also- Comm; Elec.Gov; Lang; Te


Higher Education -see also- Comm Colleges; Med Schools; etc.


Notices


Postal Service


Records -see also- Land Records; Vital Records


State Employees


State Universities and Colleges


Time


Work, Labor and Employment -see also- Col Barg; Holiday; etc


Statutes: Article - State Personnel and Pensions


(3-208, 3-2A-08, 3-502, 3-307)


GAM-SB0677 History 2018 Regular Session
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3/22/2018 3/22/2018 Favorable with Amendments Report by Finance


3/22/2018 3/20/2018 Favorable with Amendments {557879/1 51


Laid Over (Senator Cassilly) Adopted 51


3/23/2018 3/21/2018 Favorable with Amendments {557879/1 Report Adopted 52


Floor Amendment {183925/1 (Senator Middleton) 52


Special Order until later today (Senator Miller) Adopted 52


Floor Amendment {183925/1 (Senator Middleton) Adopted 52


Floor Amendment {793228/1 (Senator Serafini) Rejected


(16-29)


52


Floor Amendment {423227/2 (Senator Hershey) Rejected


(15-30)


52


Floor Amendment {473121/1 (Senator Hershey) Rejected


(14-30)


52


Second Reading Passed with Amendments 52


March 23, 2018 1:42 P.M.
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  SB 677 


Department of Legislative Services 
Maryland General Assembly 


2018 Session 
 


FISCAL AND POLICY NOTE 


First Reader 


Senate Bill 677 (Senator Madaleno, et al.) 


Finance   


 


State Personnel – Collective Bargaining – Exclusive Representative Access to 


New Employee Orientation 
 


   


This bill requires the Department of Budget and Management (DBM), the University 


System of Maryland system institutions (USM), Morgan State University (MSU), 


St. Mary’s College of Maryland (SMCM), and Baltimore City Community College 


(BCCC) to provide specified employee information in a searchable and analyzable 


electronic format to an exclusive representative within 30 days of a new employee’s hire 


and as specified in the bill.  It repeals the right of employees to opt out of the release of 


their personal information to an exclusive representative and expands the personal 


information that must be provided; it also requires that an exclusive representative be 


allowed to meet with a new employee in the relevant bargaining unit.  Collective bargaining 


must include matters relating to the time and manner of access to a new employee 


orientation. 


 


 


Fiscal Summary 
 


State Effect:  The bill’s requirements can be handled with existing budgeted resources, as 


discussed below.  Revenues are not materially affected.         


  


Local Effect:  None.     


  


Small Business Effect:  None.      


  


 


Analysis 
 


Bill Summary:  DBM, USM, MSU, SMCM, and BCCC must provide specified employee 


personal and contact information to an exclusive representative within 30 days of a new 
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employee’s hire and provide specified information, including work and personal email 


addresses, on all employees on written request by the exclusive representative, who may 


request the information at least once every 120 days.  The employer may negotiate with 


the exclusive representative on providing more detailed information and providing the 


information more frequently than once every 120 days.  An employer may no longer charge 


a fee to the exclusive representative for providing employee information.   


 


An exclusive representative or an authorized third-party contractor may use this 


information for maintaining or increasing membership in an employee organization.  In 


addition, an incumbent exclusive representative for a bargaining unit that is subject to an 


election is no longer prohibited from requesting or receiving employee information.  


 


The bill grants each exclusive representative the right to communicate with the employees 


it represents.  The State, USM, MSU, SMCM, and BCCC must permit an exclusive 


representative to attend and participate in a new employee orientation that includes an 


employee who is in a bargaining unit represented by the exclusive representative and must 


generally provide the exclusive representative at least 10 days’ notice of the orientation.  


The exclusive representative must be permitted at least 25 minutes, or longer if successfully 


negotiated, to address a new employee during a new employee orientation.           


 


Current Law:  Approximately 30,000 State employees have collective bargaining rights.  


Maryland’s collective bargaining law generally applies to employees of the Executive 


Branch departments, the Maryland Insurance Administration, the State Department of 


Assessments and Taxation, the State Lottery and Gaming Control Agency, USM,  the 


Office of the Comptroller, the Maryland Transportation Authority who are not police 


officers, the State Retirement Agency, the Maryland State Department of Education, MSU, 


SMCM, and BCCC, along with specified firefighters for the Martin State Airport and all 


full-time Maryland Transportation Authority police officers at the rank of first sergeant 


and below. 


 


Certain Executive Branch employees within the State do not have these rights, such as 


elected government officials, political appointees or employees by special appointment, or 


any supervisory, managerial, or confidential employees of an Executive Branch 


department.     


 


Collective bargaining must include all matters relating to wages, hours, and other terms 


and conditions of employment.  Parties to the collective bargaining process must make 


every reasonable effort to conclude their negotiations by January 1 for any item requiring 


appropriation for the fiscal year that begins the following July 1.  If the parties do not 


conclude negotiations for the next fiscal year before October 25, either party may request 


that a neutral fact finder be employed to resolve the issues.  By November 20, the fact 


finder must make written recommendations regarding wages, hours, and working 
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conditions and any other terms or conditions of employment that may be in dispute.  Those 


recommendations must be delivered to the specified parties by December 1, but they are 


not binding.  The outcome of collective bargaining must be incorporated into a 


memorandum of understanding (MOU).  


         


Upon written request of an exclusive representative no more than twice every calendar 


year, DBM, USM, MSU, SMCM, and BCCC must provide the exclusive representative 


the following information for each employee in the bargaining unit:  name, position 


classification, unit, home and work addresses, and home and work telephone numbers.  


Thirty days prior to providing this information, the employer must notify the employee of 


this, and within 15 days of the notice the employee can opt out of having the employer 


provide his or her information to the exclusive representative.  An incumbent exclusive 


representative for a bargaining unit that is subject to an election is prohibited from 


requesting or receiving employee information.  


 


An employer may charge an exclusive representative a fee of up to the actual cost of 


providing the information to the exclusive representative.  The employee’s information is 


confidential and may not be released to anyone, except an exclusive representative may 


authorize third-party contractors to use the information to carry out statutory duties.  An 


exclusive representative may not use the information that it receives to increase 


membership and may only use the information to carry out its statutory duties.   


 


State Fiscal Effect:  Most current MOUs allow exclusive representatives to address a new 


employee during a new employee orientation for 20 minutes; thus, permitting exclusive 


representatives at least 5 additional minutes to meet with a new employee does not 


materially affect State finances.  Employees can no longer opt out of having their 


information provided to exclusive representatives, so DBM anticipates having to respond 


to employees who are concerned about their information being shared without an 


opportunity to opt out.  The bill requires the State to provide exclusive representatives with 


information upon request in a searchable and electronic format, which can be done with 


existing resources, although providing the information may take time away from 


employees performing other job responsibilities.   


 


DBM advises that it does not currently charge a fee for providing information to the 


exclusive representative for purposes related to representing members, so eliminating the 


right to charge a fee has no fiscal effect.        


 


 


Additional Information 
 


Prior Introductions:  None. 
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Cross File:  HB 1017 (Delegate Korman, et al.) - Appropriations. 


 


Information Source(s):  Governor’s Office; Baltimore City Community College; 


University System of Maryland; Morgan State University; St. Mary’s College of Maryland; 


Department of Budget and Management; Maryland Department of Transportation; 


Department of Legislative Services 


 


Fiscal Note History:  First Reader - February 22, 2018 


 md/mcr 


 


Analysis by:   Heather N. Ruby  Direct Inquiries to: 


(410) 946-5510 


(301) 970-5510 


 


 







Bill would give public employee
unions names of new hires; also,
ban on conversion therapy; same-
day voter registration.
By Glynis Kazanjian  | March 22, 2018


By Glynis Kazanjian


For MarylandReporter.com (http://MarylandReporter.com)


Controversial legislation spearheaded by Montgomery County lawmakers met resistance


Thursday on the Senate floor as Republican lawmakers delayed votes by requesting more


time to research the bills — fairly routine motions by the outnumbered minority that gives


them some leverage over legislation they oppose.  


Giving unions names of new hires


Sen. Robert Cassilly, R-Harford, and Sen. Stephen Hershey, R-Eastern Shore, took on


collective bargaining bills sponsored by Sen. Rich Madaleno, Dels. Eric Luedtke and Marc


Korman, all Montgomery Democrats.


The bills would eliminate the right of a new state employee to opt-out of being contacted by


a labor union representative within 30 days of being hired.


SB677 (http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?id=sb0677&stab=01&pid=billpage&tab=subject3&


ys=2018RS) , sponsored by Madaleno, and its House companion bill HB1017


(http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?id=hb1017&stab=01&pid=billpage&tab=subject3&


ys=2018RS) , sponsored by Korman, would require officials from all state agencies and state


universities and colleges to provide contact information of all new employees to collective


bargaining units for the purposes of contacting the new hires within 30 days.


SB819 (http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?pid=billpage&tab=subject3&id=sb0819&stab=01&


ys=2018RS) , also sponsored by Madaleno, and its House companion bill, HB811


(http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?pid=billpage&tab=subject3&id=hb0811&stab=01&


ys=2018RS) , sponsored by Luedtke, would require the same contact information from all


Maryland public school employers.


The bills would require the employer to provide employee contact information including the


employee’s name, position classification, home and work address, home and work telephone


numbers, personal cell phone number and work and personal email address.


Cassilly questioned how the personal information of the employees could be protected once


it was handed over to “3rd party” organizations.


The Senate floor leader, Sen. Thomas “Mac” Middleton, D-Charles, said the information


must be kept confidential. “It’s prohibited by law” to share it, Middleton said.


Middleton said the purpose of the address was really only for mailers and that the home


addresses are really only used during election years.


MarylandReporter.com (http://marylandreporter.com/2018/03/22/bill-would-give-public-employee-unions-names-of-new-hires-


also-ban-on-conversion-therapy-and-same-day-voter-registration/)
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would eliminate the right of a new state employee to opt-out of being contacted by
a labor union representative within 30 days of being hired.
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employee’s name, position classification, home and work address, home and work telephone
numbers, personal cell phone number and work and personal email address.








Sen. Gail Bates, R-Carroll and Howard, asked if there was anything in the law that


prohibited union representatives from visiting the new employees at home.


“It’s happened before,” Bates said. “It’s a strong-arm tactic. . . . It’s an intimidation factor.”


But Bates was told under current law unions are permitted to visit an employee’s home.


Hershey pressed the issue of personal email information being given out.


An amendment to exclude personal email addresses from the required contact information


will be voted on when the bill comes up Friday.


A staff member from Madaleno’s office said under current state law, collective bargaining


representatives are required to reach out to new state employees whether they pay union


dues or not.


Ban on conversion therapy


Sen. Bryan Simonaire, R-Anne Arundel, said Madaleno’s bill to prohibit conversion therapy


for minors in the state was filed late and that constituent concerns “back home” have gone


unmet.


Madaleno’s bill, SB1028 (http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2018RS/bills/sb/sb1028f.pdf) , bars mental


health and child care practitioners, as well as counselors, from practicing conversion


therapy with minors. The bill would also penalize practitioners for “unprofessional conduct,”


make them subject to disciplinary action and defines conversion therapy as a treatment to


change an individual’s sexual orientation or gender identity. State funds and grants would


also be prohibited in use of conversion therapy practice.


Madaleno objected to Simonaire’s request to delay debate on the bill until the following day,


but Senate President Mike Miller overruled him.


“We try to work with everybody,” Miller said to Madaleno. “We have 47 people with different


opinions.”


The bill was special ordered until Monday, March 26.


Same day voter registration


Senate Minority Leader J.B. Jennings, R-Baltimore and Harford, challenged identification


requirements for a bill sponsored by Del. Kirill Reznick, D-Montgomery, HB532


(http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?pid=billpage&tab=subject3&id=hb0532&stab=01&


ys=2018RS) , that would place a constitutional amendment on the November ballot asking


voters to pass same day voter registration on Election day.


Residents would be automatically placed on active voting rolls using MVA records from


driver’s licenses and state-issued identification cards. Verification of home address and


signing a legally binding statement confirming the voter’s eligibility would be required,


according to state election officials.


Voters must first approve the constitutional amendment before implementing legislation is


passed, which wouldn’t be until 2019,


The bill was special ordered until Friday.
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The bill would also penalize practitioners for “unprofessional conduct,”
make them subject to disciplinary action and defines conversion therapy as a treatment to
change an individual’s sexual orientation or gender identity. 
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SB1028 2018 Regular Session


Entitled: Health Occupations - Conversion Therapy for Minors -
Prohibition (Youth Mental Health Protection Act)


Sponsored by:Senator Madaleno


Status: In the Senate - Special Order until 3/26 (Senator
Simonaire) Adopted


Synopsis: Prohibiting certain mental health or child care practitioners from engaging in conversion therapy


with individuals who are minors; providing that a certain mental health or child care practitioner


who engages in conversion therapy with a minor shall be considered to have engaged in


unprofessional conduct subject to disciplinary action; defining "conversion therapy" as a


practice or treatment by a mental health or child care practitioner that seeks to change an


individual's sexual orientation or gender identity; etc.


Analysis: Fiscal and Policy Note


All Sponsors: Senators Madaleno, Ferguson, Guzzone, Kagan, Lee, Manno, Pinsky, Smith, and Zucker


Additional Facts: Cross-filed with: HB0902


Bill File Type: Regular


Effective Date(s): October 1, 2018


Committee(s): Education, Health, and Environmental Affairs


Broad Subject(s): Health Occupations


Public Health


Narrow Subject(s): Counselors -see also- Guidance Counselors; Social Workers


Ethics


Gender -see also- Women


Health Occupations -see also- specific health occupations


Mental and Behavioral Health


Psychiatrists


Psychologists


Sexual Orientation


Youth -see also- Minors


Statutes: Article - Health Occupations


(1-212.1)


March 8, 2018 8:53 A.M.


GAM-SB1028 History 2018 Regular Session


1 of 2 3/25/2018, 5:16 PM
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  SB 1028 


Department of Legislative Services 
Maryland General Assembly 


2018 Session 
 


FISCAL AND POLICY NOTE 


First Reader 


Senate Bill 1028 (Senator Madaleno, et al.) 


Education, Health, and Environmental Affairs   


 


Health Occupations - Conversion Therapy for Minors - Prohibition (Youth 


Mental Health Protection Act) 
 


   


This bill prohibits specified mental health or child care practitioners from engaging in 


“conversion therapy” with a minor.  A violation of this prohibition is considered 


unprofessional conduct and must be subject to discipline by the appropriate licensing or 


certifying board.  Additionally, the bill prohibits the use of State funds to (1) conduct or 


refer an individual to receive conversion therapy; (2) provide health coverage for 


conversion therapy; or (3) provide a grant to, or contract with, any entity that conducts or 


refers an individual to receive conversion therapy.  The Maryland Department of Health 


(MDH) must adopt implementing regulations.  


 


 


Fiscal Summary 
 


State Effect:  The bill is not expected to materially affect State finances or operations, as 


discussed below.    


  


Local Effect:  The bill is not expected to materially affect local finances or operations, as 


discussed below.  


  


Small Business Effect:  Potential meaningful.   


  


 


Analysis 
 


Bill Summary: “Conversion therapy” means a practice or treatment by a mental health or 


child care practitioner that seeks to change an individual’s sexual orientation or 


gender identity, and includes any effort to change the behavioral expression of an 


individual’s sexual orientation; change gender expression; or eliminate or reduce sexual or 
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romantic attractions or feelings toward individuals of the same gender.  The definition does 


not include specified practices, including sexual-orientation neutral interventions to 


prevent or address unlawful conduct or unsafe sexual practices and that do not seek to 


change sexual orientation or gender identity. 


 


“Mental health or child care practitioner” means a practitioner licensed or certified by the 


State Board of Physicians; the State Board of Professional Counselors and Therapists; the 


State Board of Examiners of Psychologists; the State Board of Social Work Examiners; 


and the State Board for Certification of Residential Child Care Program Professionals.  The 


definition also includes any other practitioner who is licensed or certified to provide 


counseling by the practitioner’s board.            


 


Current Law/Background: According to a January 2018 report from The Williams 


Institute at the University of California Los Angeles School of Law, approximately 


698,000 lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender (LGBT) adults have received conversion 


therapy in the United States, including about 350,000 LGBT adults who received treatment 


as adolescents.  Additionally, approximately 20,000 LGBT youth (ages 13 to 17) are 


estimated to receive conversion therapy from a licensed health care professional before the 


age of 18. 


 


According to The Williams Institute, conversion therapy has been practiced in the 


United States for over a century.  Conversion therapy involves a range of techniques; talk 


therapy is the most common technique, but other more physical treatments are also used 


(e.g., aversion treatments).  Several professional associations, including the American 


Medical Association, the American Psychological Association, and the American 


Academy of Pediatrics, have issued statements opposing the use of conversion therapy. 


 


A federal bill, the Therapeutic Fraud Prevention Act, was introduced in April 2017.  The 


bill prohibits conversion therapy from being provided in exchange for monetary 


compensation and prohibits associated advertisements. 


 


According to the Movement Advancement Project, as of February 2018, nine states 


(California, Connecticut, Illinois, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, Oregon, 


Rhode Island, and Vermont) and the District of Columbia have banned conversion therapy 


for minors. 


  


State Fiscal Effect:  The Department of Budget and Management advises that the State 


Employee and Retiree Health and Welfare Benefits Program does not cover conversion 


therapy services.  Medicaid also does not cover these services. 


 


The State Board of Physicians advises that it has not received complaints regarding 


conversion therapy, but that if such a complaint was received, the board would investigate 
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the complaint as a possible standard of care violation through the board’s disciplinary 


proceedings (which includes peer review procedures).  The State Board of Professional 


Counselors and Therapists also advises that the board has not received complaints 


regarding this practice, although it is not specifically prohibited by the Maryland 


Professional Counselors and Therapists Act or board regulations.   


 


Several health occupations boards, including the State Board of Physicians, the State Board 


of Professional Counselors and Therapists, the State Board of Examiners of Psychologists, 


and the State Board of Social Work Examiners, are authorized to impose disciplinary fines 


in addition to or in lieu of certain disciplinary action.  Such fines are remitted to the 


general fund.  Thus, to the extent these health occupations boards receive complaints and 


impose disciplinary fines against licensees as a result of the bill, general fund revenues may 


increase minimally.  Any additional disciplinary proceedings can likely be handled with 


existing resources.   


 


MDH can adopt implementing regulations with existing resources.   


 


Local Fiscal Effect:  The Maryland Association of County Health Officers advises that 


local health departments (LHDs) do not provide conversion therapy as it is not a 


recommended or accepted practice.  Thus, the bill does not affect LHD finances or 


operations.        


 


Small Business Effect:  Potential meaningful for mental health or child care practitioners 


that offer conversion therapy.  The bill explicitly prohibits the practice of conversion 


therapy with minors under State law and subjects specified practitioners to discipline for 


the practice by the appropriate licensing or certifying board.  The bill also prohibits the 


award of State funds or contracts to entities that provide or refer individuals for such 


services.   


         


 


Additional Information 
 


Prior Introductions:  None. 


 


Cross File:  HB 902 (Delegate Cullison, et al.) - Health and Government Operations. 


 


Information Source(s):  Maryland Association of County Health Officers; Maryland 


Commission on Civil Rights; Maryland State Department of Education; Department of 


Budget and Management; Maryland Department of Health; Department of Juvenile 


Services; The Williams Institute; The Movement Advancement Project; Department of 


Legislative Services 
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Fiscal Note History:  First Reader - February 27, 2018 
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Analysis by:   Sasika Subramaniam  Direct Inquiries to: 


(410) 946-5510 


(301) 970-5510 


 


 







Bill would give public employee
unions names of new hires; also,
ban on conversion therapy; same-
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By Glynis Kazanjian  | March 22, 2018


By Glynis Kazanjian


For MarylandReporter.com (http://MarylandReporter.com)


Controversial legislation spearheaded by Montgomery County lawmakers met resistance


Thursday on the Senate floor as Republican lawmakers delayed votes by requesting more


time to research the bills — fairly routine motions by the outnumbered minority that gives


them some leverage over legislation they oppose.  


Giving unions names of new hires


Sen. Robert Cassilly, R-Harford, and Sen. Stephen Hershey, R-Eastern Shore, took on


collective bargaining bills sponsored by Sen. Rich Madaleno, Dels. Eric Luedtke and Marc


Korman, all Montgomery Democrats.


The bills would eliminate the right of a new state employee to opt-out of being contacted by


a labor union representative within 30 days of being hired.


SB677 (http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?id=sb0677&stab=01&pid=billpage&tab=subject3&


ys=2018RS) , sponsored by Madaleno, and its House companion bill HB1017


(http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?id=hb1017&stab=01&pid=billpage&tab=subject3&


ys=2018RS) , sponsored by Korman, would require officials from all state agencies and state


universities and colleges to provide contact information of all new employees to collective


bargaining units for the purposes of contacting the new hires within 30 days.


SB819 (http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?pid=billpage&tab=subject3&id=sb0819&stab=01&


ys=2018RS) , also sponsored by Madaleno, and its House companion bill, HB811


(http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?pid=billpage&tab=subject3&id=hb0811&stab=01&


ys=2018RS) , sponsored by Luedtke, would require the same contact information from all


Maryland public school employers.


The bills would require the employer to provide employee contact information including the


employee’s name, position classification, home and work address, home and work telephone


numbers, personal cell phone number and work and personal email address.


Cassilly questioned how the personal information of the employees could be protected once


it was handed over to “3rd party” organizations.


The Senate floor leader, Sen. Thomas “Mac” Middleton, D-Charles, said the information


must be kept confidential. “It’s prohibited by law” to share it, Middleton said.


Middleton said the purpose of the address was really only for mailers and that the home


addresses are really only used during election years.


MarylandReporter.com (http://marylandreporter.com/2018/03/22/bill-would-give-public-employee-unions-names-of-new-hires-


also-ban-on-conversion-therapy-and-same-day-voter-registration/)
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would eliminate the right of a new state employee to opt-out of being contacted by
a labor union representative within 30 days of being hired.
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require officials from all state agencies and state
universities and colleges to provide contact information of all new employees to collective
bargaining units for the purposes of contacting the new hires within 30 days.
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would require the same contact information from all
Maryland public school employers.
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provide employee contact information including the
employee’s name, position classification, home and work address, home and work telephone
numbers, personal cell phone number and work and personal email address.








Sen. Gail Bates, R-Carroll and Howard, asked if there was anything in the law that


prohibited union representatives from visiting the new employees at home.


“It’s happened before,” Bates said. “It’s a strong-arm tactic. . . . It’s an intimidation factor.”


But Bates was told under current law unions are permitted to visit an employee’s home.


Hershey pressed the issue of personal email information being given out.


An amendment to exclude personal email addresses from the required contact information


will be voted on when the bill comes up Friday.


A staff member from Madaleno’s office said under current state law, collective bargaining


representatives are required to reach out to new state employees whether they pay union


dues or not.


Ban on conversion therapy


Sen. Bryan Simonaire, R-Anne Arundel, said Madaleno’s bill to prohibit conversion therapy


for minors in the state was filed late and that constituent concerns “back home” have gone


unmet.


Madaleno’s bill, SB1028 (http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2018RS/bills/sb/sb1028f.pdf) , bars mental


health and child care practitioners, as well as counselors, from practicing conversion


therapy with minors. The bill would also penalize practitioners for “unprofessional conduct,”


make them subject to disciplinary action and defines conversion therapy as a treatment to


change an individual’s sexual orientation or gender identity. State funds and grants would


also be prohibited in use of conversion therapy practice.


Madaleno objected to Simonaire’s request to delay debate on the bill until the following day,


but Senate President Mike Miller overruled him.


“We try to work with everybody,” Miller said to Madaleno. “We have 47 people with different


opinions.”


The bill was special ordered until Monday, March 26.


Same day voter registration


Senate Minority Leader J.B. Jennings, R-Baltimore and Harford, challenged identification


requirements for a bill sponsored by Del. Kirill Reznick, D-Montgomery, HB532


(http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?pid=billpage&tab=subject3&id=hb0532&stab=01&


ys=2018RS) , that would place a constitutional amendment on the November ballot asking


voters to pass same day voter registration on Election day.


Residents would be automatically placed on active voting rolls using MVA records from


driver’s licenses and state-issued identification cards. Verification of home address and


signing a legally binding statement confirming the voter’s eligibility would be required,


according to state election officials.


Voters must first approve the constitutional amendment before implementing legislation is


passed, which wouldn’t be until 2019,


The bill was special ordered until Friday.
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The bill would also penalize practitioners for “unprofessional conduct,”
make them subject to disciplinary action and defines conversion therapy as a treatment to
change an individual’s sexual orientation or gender identity. 







The government and media alliance advancing the transgender cause has gone into


overdrive in recent weeks. On May 30, a U.S. Department of Health and Human Services


review board ruled that Medicare can pay for the "reassignment" surgery sought by the


transgendered—those who say that they don't identify with their biological sex. Earlier


last month Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said that he was "open" to lifting a ban on


transgender individuals serving in the military. Time magazine, seeing the trend, ran a


cover story for its June 9 issue called "The Transgender Tipping Point: America's next


civil rights frontier."


Yet policy makers and the media are doing no favors either to the public or the


transgendered by treating their confusions as a right in need of defending rather than as


a mental disorder that deserves understanding, treatment and prevention. This intensely


felt sense of being transgendered constitutes a mental disorder in two respects. The first


is that the idea of sex misalignment is simply mistaken—it does not correspond with


physical reality. The second is that it can lead to grim psychological outcomes.


The transgendered suffer a disorder of "assumption" like those in other disorders


familiar to psychiatrists. With the transgendered, the disordered assumption is that the


individual differs from what seems given in nature—namely one's maleness or


femaleness. Other kinds of disordered assumptions are held by those who suffer from


anorexia and bulimia nervosa, where the assumption that departs from physical reality is


the belief by the dangerously thin that they are overweight.


With body dysmorphic disorder, an often socially crippling condition, the individual is


consumed by the assumption "I'm ugly." These disorders occur in subjects who have


come to believe that some of their psycho-social conflicts or problems will be resolved if


they can change the way that they appear to others. Such ideas work like ruling passions


in their subjects' minds and tend to be accompanied by a solipsistic argument.


This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. To order presentation-ready copies for distribution to your colleagues, clients or customers visit
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Transgender Surgery Isn't the Solution
A drastic physical change doesn't address underlying psycho-social


troubles.


June 12, 2014 7:19 p.m. ET
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Yet policy makers and the media are doing no favors either to the public or the
transgendered by treating their confusions as a right in need of defending rather than as
a mental disorder that deserves understanding, treatment and prevention. 







For the transgendered, this argument holds that one's feeling of "gender" is a conscious,


subjective sense that, being in one's mind, cannot be questioned by others. The


individual often seeks not just society's tolerance of this "personal truth" but affirmation


of it. Here rests the support for "transgender equality," the demands for government


payment for medical and surgical treatments, and for access to all sex-based public roles


and privileges.


With this argument, advocates for the transgendered have persuaded several


states—including California, New Jersey and Massachusetts—to pass laws barring


psychiatrists, even with parental permission, from striving to restore natural gender


feelings to a transgender minor. That government can intrude into parents' rights to seek


help in guiding their children indicates how powerful these advocates have become.


How to respond? Psychiatrists obviously must challenge the solipsistic concept that what


is in the mind cannot be questioned. Disorders of consciousness, after all, represent


psychiatry's domain; declaring them off-limits would eliminate the field. Many will recall


how, in the 1990s, an accusation of parental sex abuse of children was deemed


unquestionable by the solipsists of the "recovered memory" craze.


You won't hear it from those championing transgender equality, but controlled and


follow-up studies reveal fundamental problems with this movement. When children who


reported transgender feelings were tracked without medical or surgical treatment at both


Vanderbilt University and London's Portman Clinic, 70%-80% of them spontaneously


lost those feelings. Some 25% did have persisting feelings; what differentiates those


individuals remains to be discerned.


A man who looks into the mirror and sees himself as a woman GETTY IMAGES
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We at Johns Hopkins University—which in the 1960s was the first American medical


center to venture into "sex-reassignment surgery"—launched a study in the 1970s


comparing the outcomes of transgendered people who had the surgery with the outcomes


of those who did not. Most of the surgically treated patients described themselves as


"satisfied" by the results, but their subsequent psycho-social adjustments were no better


than those who didn't have the surgery. And so at Hopkins we stopped doing sex-


reassignment surgery, since producing a "satisfied" but still troubled patient seemed an


inadequate reason for surgically amputating normal organs.


It now appears that our long-ago decision was a wise one. A 2011 study at the Karolinska


Institute in Sweden produced the most illuminating results yet regarding the


transgendered, evidence that should give advocates pause. The long-term study—up to


30 years—followed 324 people who had sex-reassignment surgery. The study revealed


that beginning about 10 years after having the surgery, the transgendered began to


experience increasing mental difficulties. Most shockingly, their suicide mortality rose


almost 20-fold above the comparable nontransgender population. This disturbing result


has as yet no explanation but probably reflects the growing sense of isolation reported by


the aging transgendered after surgery. The high suicide rate certainly challenges the


surgery prescription.


There are subgroups of the transgendered, and for none does "reassignment" seem apt.


One group includes male prisoners like Pvt. Bradley Manning, the convicted national-


security leaker who now wishes to be called Chelsea. Facing long sentences and the rigors


of a men's prison, they have an obvious motive for wanting to change their sex and hence


their prison. Given that they committed their crimes as males, they should be punished


as such; after serving their time, they will be free to reconsider their gender.


Another subgroup consists of young men and women susceptible to suggestion from


"everything is normal" sex education, amplified by Internet chat groups. These are the


transgender subjects most like anorexia nervosa patients: They become persuaded that


seeking a drastic physical change will banish their psycho-social problems. "Diversity"


counselors in their schools, rather like cult leaders, may encourage these young people to


distance themselves from their families and offer advice on rebutting arguments against


having transgender surgery. Treatments here must begin with removing the young


person from the suggestive environment and offering a counter-message in family


therapy.
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And so at Hopkins we stopped doing sexreassignment
surgery, since producing a "satisfied" but still troubled patient seemed an
inadequate reason for surgically amputating normal organs.
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Most shockingly, their suicide mortality rose
almost 20-fold above the comparable nontransgender population. 







Then there is the subgroup of very young, often prepubescent children who notice


distinct sex roles in the culture and, exploring how they fit in, begin imitating the


opposite sex. Misguided doctors at medical centers including Boston's Children's


Hospital have begun trying to treat this behavior by administering puberty-delaying


hormones to render later sex-change surgeries less onerous—even though the drugs stunt


the children's growth and risk causing sterility. Given that close to 80% of such children


would abandon their confusion and grow naturally into adult life if untreated, these


medical interventions come close to child abuse. A better way to help these children: with


devoted parenting.


At the heart of the problem is confusion over the nature of the transgendered. "Sex


change" is biologically impossible. People who undergo sex-reassignment surgery do not


change from men to women or vice versa. Rather, they become feminized men or


masculinized women. Claiming that this is civil-rights matter and encouraging surgical


intervention is in reality to collaborate with and promote a mental disorder.


Dr. McHugh, former psychiatrist in chief at Johns Hopkins Hospital, is the author of


"Try to Remember: Psychiatry's Clash Over Meaning, Memory, and Mind" (Dana


Press, 2008).
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AMENDMENT TO SENATE BILL 1028  


(First Reading File Bill)  


 


 On page 2, after line 12, insert: 


 


 “WHEREAS, In 2009, the American Psychological Association convened a Task 


Force on Appropriate Therapeutic Responses to Sexual Orientation that urged the 


seeking of areas where collaboration with religious leaders, institutions, and 


organizations could promote the well–being of sexual minorities through the use of 


accurate scientific data regarding sexual orientation and gender identity; and 


 


 WHEREAS, The 2009 Task Force also urged the encouragement of the 


Committee on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Concerns to prioritize 


initiatives that address religious and spiritual concerns and the concerns of sexual 


minorities from conservative faiths; and 


 


 WHEREAS, The American Psychological Association in its report on the 


Appropriate Therapeutic Responses to Sexual Orientation, which was published in 


1998, stated that “psychologists…respect the rights of individuals to privacy, 


confidentiality, self–determination, and autonomy”; and”. 


SB1028/453624/1    


 


 


BY:     Senator Simonaire    
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AMENDMENT TO SENATE BILL 1028  


(First Reading File Bill)  


 


 On page 5, in line 13, strike “SEEKS” and substitute “: 


 


    1. SEEKS”; 


 


and in line 14, after “IDENTITY” insert “; AND 


 


    2. IS ABUSE AS DEFINED IN § 3–601 OF THE CRIMINAL 


LAW ARTICLE OR IS COERCIVE”. 


 


SB1028/893529/2    


 


 


BY:     Senator Simonaire  


 







 


 
EXPLANATION: CAPITALS INDICATE MATTER ADDED TO EXISTING LAW. 
        [Brackets] indicate matter deleted from existing law. 


         Underlining indicates amendments to bill. 


         Strike out indicates matter stricken from the bill by amendment or deleted from the law by 


amendment. 
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CHAPTER ______ 


 


AN ACT concerning 1 


 


Health Occupations – Conversion Therapy for Minors – Prohibition 2 


(Youth Mental Health Protection Act) 3 


 


FOR the purpose of prohibiting certain mental health or child care practitioners from 4 


engaging in conversion therapy with individuals who are minors; providing that a 5 


certain mental health or child care practitioner who engages in conversion therapy 6 


with an individual who is a minor shall be considered to have engaged in 7 


unprofessional conduct and shall be subject to discipline by a certain licensing or 8 


certifying board; prohibiting the use of State funds for certain purposes; requiring 9 


the Maryland Department of Health to adopt certain regulations; defining certain 10 


terms; making this Act severable; and generally relating to conversion therapy. 11 


 


BY adding to 12 


 Article – Health Occupations 13 


Section 1–212.1 14 


 Annotated Code of Maryland 15 


 (2014 Replacement Volume and 2017 Supplement) 16 


 


Preamble 17 


 


 WHEREAS, Contemporary science recognizes that being lesbian, gay, bisexual, or 18 


transgender (LGBT) is part of the natural spectrum of human identity and is not a disease, 19 


a disorder, or an illness; and 20 
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 WHEREAS, The American Psychological Association convened a Task Force on 1 


Appropriate Therapeutic Responses to Sexual Orientation that conducted a systematic 2 


review of peer–reviewed journal literature on sexual orientation change efforts and 3 


concluded in its 2009 report that sexual orientation change efforts can pose critical health 4 


risks to lesbian, gay, and bisexual people, including confusion, depression, guilt, 5 


helplessness, hopelessness, shame, social withdrawal, suicidal intentions, substance abuse, 6 


stress, disappointment, self–blame, decreased self–esteem and authenticity to others, 7 


increased self–hatred, hostility and blame toward parents, feelings of anger and betrayal, 8 


loss of friends and potential romantic partners, problems in sexual and emotional intimacy, 9 


sexual dysfunction, high–risk sexual behaviors, a feeling of being dehumanized and untrue 10 


to self, a loss of faith, and a sense of having wasted time and resources; and 11 


 


 WHEREAS, The American Psychological Association issued a resolution on 12 


Appropriate Affirmative Responses to Sexual Orientation Distress and Change Efforts in 13 


2009 stating that it “advises parents, guardians, young people, and their families to avoid 14 


sexual orientation change efforts that portray homosexuality as a mental illness or 15 


developmental disorder and to seek psychotherapy, social support, and educational services 16 


that provide accurate information on sexual orientation and sexuality, increase family and 17 


school support, and reduce rejection of sexual minority youth”; and 18 


 


 WHEREAS, The American Psychiatric Association stated in 2000 that 19 


“psychotherapeutic modalities to convert or ‘repair’ homosexuality are based on 20 


developmental theories whose scientific validity is questionable. Furthermore, anecdotal 21 


reports of ‘cures’ are counterbalanced by anecdotal claims of psychological harm. In the last 22 


four decades, ‘reparative’ therapists have not produced any rigorous scientific research to 23 


substantiate their claims of cure. Until there is such research available, the American 24 


Psychiatric Association recommends that ethical practitioners refrain from attempts to 25 


change individuals’ sexual orientation, keeping in mind the medical dictum to first, do no 26 


harm”; and 27 


 


 WHEREAS, The American Psychiatric Association also stated in 2000 that “the 28 


potential risks of reparative therapy are great, including depression, anxiety, and  29 


self–destructive behavior, since therapist alignment with societal prejudices against 30 


homosexuality may reinforce self–hatred already experienced by the patient. Many 31 


patients who have undergone reparative therapy relate that they were inaccurately told 32 


that homosexuals are lonely, unhappy individuals who never achieve acceptance or 33 


satisfaction. The possibility that the person might achieve happiness and satisfying 34 


interpersonal relationships as a gay man or lesbian is not presented, nor are alternative 35 


approaches to dealing with the effects of societal stigmatization discussed”; and 36 


 


 WHEREAS, The American Psychiatric Association further stated in 2000 that it 37 


“opposes any psychiatric treatment such as reparative or conversion therapy which is based 38 


upon the assumption that homosexuality per se is a mental disorder or based upon the a 39 


priori assumption that a patient should change his/her sexual homosexual orientation”; and 40 


 


 WHEREAS, The American Academy of Pediatrics in 1993 published an article in its 41 


journal “Pediatrics” stating “[t]herapy directed at specifically changing sexual orientation 42 
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is contraindicated, since it can provoke guilt and anxiety while having little or no potential 1 


for achieving changes in orientation”; and 2 


 


 WHEREAS, The American Medical Association Council on Scientific Affairs 3 


prepared a report in 1994 in which it stated “[a]version therapy (a behavioral or medical 4 


intervention which pairs unwanted behavior, in this case, homosexual behavior, with 5 


unpleasant sensations or aversive consequences) is no longer recommended for gay men 6 


and lesbians”; and 7 


 


 WHEREAS, The American Medical Association Council on Scientific Affairs further 8 


stated in its 1994 report that “[t]hrough psychotherapy, gay men and lesbians can become 9 


comfortable with their sexual orientation and understand the societal response to it”; and 10 


 


 WHEREAS, The National Association of Social Workers prepared a 1997 policy 11 


statement in which it stated “[s]ocial stigmatization of lesbian, gay, and bisexual people is 12 


widespread and is a primary motivating factor in leading some people to seek sexual 13 


orientation changes. Sexual orientation conversion therapies assume that homosexual 14 


orientation is both pathological and freely chosen. No data demonstrates that reparative or 15 


conversion therapies are effective, and, in fact, they may be harmful”; and 16 


 


 WHEREAS, The American Counseling Association Governing Council issued a 17 


position statement in April 1999 that stated it opposed the promotion of reparative therapy 18 


as a “cure” for homosexual individuals; and 19 


 


 WHEREAS, The American School Counselor Association issued a position paper in 20 


2014 in which it stated that “[i]t is not the role of the professional school counselor to 21 


attempt to change a student’s sexual orientation or gender identity” and that “[p]rofessional 22 


school counselors do not support efforts by licensed mental health professionals to change 23 


a student’s sexual orientation or gender as these practices have been proven ineffective and 24 


harmful”; and 25 


 


 WHEREAS, The American Psychoanalytic Association issued a position statement 26 


in June 2012 regarding attempts to change sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender 27 


expression, and in the position statement the Association states “as with any societal 28 


prejudice, bias against individuals based on actual or perceived sexual orientation, gender 29 


identity or gender expression negatively affects mental health, contributing to an enduring 30 


sense of stigma and pervasive self–criticism through the internalization of such prejudice”; 31 


and 32 


 


 WHEREAS, The American Psychoanalytic Association also stated in June 2012 that 33 


“psychoanalytic technique does not encompass purposeful attempts to ‘convert,’ ‘repair,’ 34 


change or shift an individual’s sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression. 35 


Such directed efforts are against fundamental principles of psychoanalytic treatment and 36 


often result in substantial psychological pain by reinforcing damaging internalized 37 


attitudes”; and 38 


 


 WHEREAS, The American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry published 39 
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in 2012 an article in its journal entitled “The Journal of the American Academy of Child 1 


and Adolescent Psychiatry”, stating “[c]linicians should be aware that there is no evidence 2 


that sexual orientation can be altered through therapy, and that attempts to do so may be 3 


harmful. There is no empirical evidence adult homosexuality can be prevented if gender 4 


nonconforming children are influenced to be more gender conforming. Indeed, there is no 5 


medically valid basis for attempting to prevent homosexuality, which is not an illness. On 6 


the contrary, such efforts may encourage family rejection and undermine self–esteem, 7 


connectedness and caring, important protective factors against suicidal ideation and 8 


attempts. Given that there is no evidence that efforts to alter sexual orientation are 9 


effective, beneficial, or necessary, and the possibility that they carry the risk of significant 10 


harm, such interventions are contraindicated”; and 11 


 


 WHEREAS, The Pan American Health Organization, a regional office of the World 12 


Health Organization, issued a statement in May 2012 that states “[t]hese supposed 13 


conversion therapies constitute a violation of the ethical principles of health care and 14 


violate human rights that are protected by international and regional agreements”; and 15 


 


 WHEREAS, The Pan American Health Organization also noted that reparative 16 


therapies “lack medical justification and represent a serious threat to the health and  17 


well–being of affected people”; and 18 


 


 WHEREAS, The American Association of Sexuality Educators, Counselors, and 19 


Therapists issued a statement in 2014 that states “same sex orientation is not a mental 20 


disorder and that [it] opposes any ‘reparative’ or conversion therapy that seeks to ‘change’ 21 


or ‘fix’ a person’s sexual orientation”; and 22 


 


 WHEREAS, The American Association of Sexuality Educators, Counselors, and 23 


Therapists further stated in 2014 its belief that sexual orientation is not “something that 24 


needs to be ‘fixed’ or ‘changed’” and provided as its rationale for this position that 25 


“[r]eparative therapy (for minors, in particular) is often forced or nonconsensual[,]”, has 26 


“been proven harmful to minors[,]”, and that “[t]here is no scientific evidence supporting 27 


the success of these interventions”; and 28 


 


 WHEREAS, The American Association of Sexuality Educators, Counselors, and 29 


Therapists also stated in 2014 that “[r]eparative therapy is grounded in the idea that  30 


non–heterosexual orientation is ‘disordered’” and that “[r]eparative therapy has been 31 


shown to be a negative predictor of psychotherapeutic benefit”; and 32 


 


 WHEREAS, The American College of Physicians wrote a position paper in 2015 33 


stating that it “opposes the use of ‘conversion,’ ‘reorientation,’ or ‘reparative’ therapy for the 34 


treatment of LGBT persons[,]”, that “[a]vailable research does not support the use of 35 


reparative therapy as an effective model in the treatment of LGBT persons[,]”, and that 36 


“[e]vidence shows that the practice may actually cause emotional or physical harm to LGBT 37 


individuals, particularly adolescents or young persons”; and 38 


 


 WHEREAS, Minors who experience family rejection based on their sexual 39 


orientation face especially serious health risks; and 40 
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 WHEREAS, In a study published in 2009 in the journal “Pediatrics”, lesbian, gay, 1 


and bisexual young adults who reported higher levels of family rejection during adolescence 2 


were 8.4 times more likely to report having attempted suicide, 5.9 times more likely to 3 


report high levels of depression, 3.4 times more likely to use illegal drugs, and 3.4 times 4 


more likely to report having engaged in unprotected sexual intercourse when compared 5 


with peers from families that reported no or low levels of family rejection; and 6 


 


 WHEREAS, Maryland has a compelling interest in protecting the physical and 7 


psychological well–being of minors, including LGBT youth, and in protecting minors 8 


against exposure to serious harm caused by sexual orientation change efforts; now, 9 


therefore, 10 


 


 SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND, 11 


That the Laws of Maryland read as follows: 12 


 


Article – Health Occupations 13 


 


1–212.1. 14 


 


 (A) (1) IN THIS SECTION THE FOLLOWING WORDS HAVE THE MEANINGS 15 


INDICATED. 16 


 


  (2) (I) “CONVERSION THERAPY” MEANS A PRACTICE OR 17 


TREATMENT BY A MENTAL HEALTH OR CHILD CARE PRACTITIONER THAT SEEKS TO 18 


CHANGE AN INDIVIDUAL’S SEXUAL ORIENTATION OR GENDER IDENTITY. 19 


 


   (II) “CONVERSION THERAPY” INCLUDES ANY EFFORT TO 20 


CHANGE THE BEHAVIORAL EXPRESSION OF AN INDIVIDUAL’S SEXUAL ORIENTATION, 21 


CHANGE GENDER EXPRESSION, OR ELIMINATE OR REDUCE SEXUAL OR ROMANTIC 22 


ATTRACTIONS OR FEELINGS TOWARD INDIVIDUALS OF THE SAME GENDER. 23 


 


   (III) “CONVERSION THERAPY” DOES NOT INCLUDE A PRACTICE 24 


BY A MENTAL HEALTH OR CHILD CARE PRACTITIONER THAT: 25 


 


    1. PROVIDES ACCEPTANCE, SUPPORT, AND 26 


UNDERSTANDING, OR THE FACILITATION OF COPING, SOCIAL SUPPORT, AND 27 


IDENTITY EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT, INCLUDING SEXUAL  28 


ORIENTATION–NEUTRAL INTERVENTIONS TO PREVENT OR ADDRESS UNLAWFUL 29 


CONDUCT OR UNSAFE SEXUAL PRACTICES; AND 30 


 


    2. DOES NOT SEEK TO CHANGE SEXUAL ORIENTATION 31 


OR GENDER IDENTITY. 32 


 


  (3) “MENTAL HEALTH OR CHILD CARE PRACTITIONER” MEANS: 33 
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   (I) A PRACTITIONER LICENSED OR CERTIFIED UNDER TITLE 1 


14, TITLE 17, TITLE 18, TITLE 19, OR TITLE 20 OF THIS ARTICLE; OR 2 


 


   (II) ANY OTHER PRACTITIONER LICENSED OR CERTIFIED 3 


UNDER THIS ARTICLE WHO IS AUTHORIZED TO PROVIDE COUNSELING BY THE 4 


PRACTITIONER’S LICENSING OR CERTIFYING BOARD.  5 


 


 (B) A MENTAL HEALTH OR CHILD CARE PRACTITIONER MAY NOT ENGAGE IN 6 


CONVERSION THERAPY WITH AN INDIVIDUAL WHO IS A MINOR. 7 


 


 (C) A MENTAL HEALTH OR CHILD CARE PRACTITIONER WHO ENGAGED IN 8 


CONVERSION THERAPY WITH AN INDIVIDUAL WHO IS A MINOR SHALL BE 9 


CONSIDERED TO HAVE ENGAGED IN UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCT AND SHALL BE 10 


SUBJECT TO DISCIPLINE BY THE MENTAL HEALTH OR CHILD CARE PRACTITIONER’S 11 


LICENSING OR CERTIFYING BOARD. 12 


 


 (D) NO STATE FUNDS MAY BE USED FOR THE PURPOSE OF: 13 


 


  (1) CONDUCTING, OR REFERRING AN INDIVIDUAL TO RECEIVE, 14 


CONVERSION THERAPY; 15 


 


  (2) PROVIDING HEALTH COVERAGE FOR CONVERSION THERAPY; OR 16 


 


  (3) PROVIDING A GRANT TO OR CONTRACTING WITH ANY ENTITY 17 


THAT CONDUCTS OR REFERS AN INDIVIDUAL TO RECEIVE CONVERSION THERAPY. 18 


 


 (E) THE DEPARTMENT SHALL ADOPT REGULATIONS NECESSARY TO 19 


IMPLEMENT THIS SECTION. 20 


 


 SECTION 2. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That, if any provision of this Act or 21 


the application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid for any reason in a 22 


court of competent jurisdiction, the invalidity does not affect other provisions or any other 23 


application of this Act that can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, 24 


and for this purpose the provisions of this Act are declared severable. 25 


 


 SECTION 3. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall take effect 26 


October 1, 2018. 27 
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YoungMcFaddenFerguson


ZirkinMiddletonGuzzone


ZuckerMuseKagan


Not Voting - 1


Cassilly


Excused from Voting - 0


Excused (Absent) - 0
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Legislative Date: Mar 24, 2018


SEQ NO. 864 Calendar Date: Mar 28, 2018 11:40 (AM)


Third Reading (SB) Calendar No.77


Senate of Maryland


In Chair: Mr. President


SB 1028


2018 Regular Session


- Prhbtn (Youth Mental Health Protection Act)


34 Yeas     12 Nays     1 Not Voting     0 Excused     0 Absent


Health Occupations - Conversion Therapy for Minors


On Third Reading


Sen. Madaleno et al                  (EHE)


Voting Yea - 34


OaksKasemeyerMr. President


PetersKelleyAstle


PinskyKingBenson


RamirezKlausmeierBrochin


ReillyLeeConway


RobinsonMadalenoCurrie


RosapepeMannoDeGrange


SmithMathiasEckardt


YoungMcFaddenFeldman


ZirkinMiddletonFerguson


ZuckerNathan-PulliamGuzzone


Kagan


Voting Nay - 12


SallingHoughBates


SerafiniJenningsCassilly


SimonaireNormanEdwards


WaughReadyHershey


Not Voting - 1


Muse


Excused from Voting - 0


Excused (Absent) - 0


Republican


Republican


All NAY votes were cast by Republicans
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Voting Nay - 12
Bates Hough Salling
Cassilly Jennings Serafini
Edwards Norman Simonaire
Hershey Ready Waugh







House Health and 
Government 
Operations Committee 
Voting Record - 2018 Session 


Bill/Resolution Number: 


Vote Date: 


Final Action: 


55 lag ° 


y/2 /20l8 
EA(/' 


Motion: 


Favorable 0 Favorable with Amendment 0 Unfavorable ❑ Withdrawn by Sponsor 


❑ Referred to 
Interim - Summer Study 


p No Motion D Re-referred to: 


Name Yea Nay Abstain Excused Absent 


PENDERGRASS, S., CHAIR V P


BROMWELL, E., VICE CHAIR I 


ANGEL, A. i 


BARRON, E. 1/ 
CULLISON, B. 


VHAYES, A. I, 
HILL, T. / 


KELLY, A. 


KIPKE, N. i 


KREBS, S. 1


MCDONOUGH, P. 
1


J 
METZGAR, R. V/
MIELE, C. i 


MORALES, M. 0/ 


MORGAN, M. 
V 


PENA-MELNYK,J. 
1/ 


PLATT, A. / 


ROSENBERG, S. i 


SAAB, S. 1 


SAMPLE-HUGHES, S. 
i 


SZELIGA, K. 
lif 


WEST, C. I( 


YOUNG, K. 
/ 


Totals 13 6 3 2., 


.0414/40-. 
.... . 


Amendment Numbers, 
Consent Bill lists, Other 


Committee Reporter: 


Republicans highlighted in RED



http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2018RS/votes_comm/sb1028_hgo.pdf
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Legislative Date: Mar 26, 2018


SEQ NO. 1082 Calendar Date: Apr 4, 2018 1:11 (PM)


Third Reading (SB) Calendar No.39


Maryland House of Delegates


Presiding: Speaker Busch


SB 1028


2018 Regular Session


- Prhbtn (Youth Mental Health Protection Act)


95 Yeas     27 Nays     15 Not Voting     0 Excused     4 Absent


Health Occupations - Conversion Therapy for Minors


On Third Reading


Sen. Madaleno et al                  (HGO)


Voting Yea - 95


HillConaway Lisanti RobinsonSpeaker Busch


HixsonCorderman Luedtke RosenbergAli


HolmesCullison McCray SanchezAnderson


HornbergerDavis McIntosh SimonaireAtterbeary


JacksonDumais McKay SophocleusBarkley


JalisiEbersole McMillan SteinBarnes, B.


JamesonFennell Miele SydnorBarron


JonesFlanagan Miller, A. TarlauBarve


KaiserFrick Moon TurnerBeidle


KellyFrush Morales ValderramaBranch


KnottsGaines Morhaim Valentino-SmithBromwell


KormanGhrist Mosby VallarioBrooks


KramerGibson Patterson WaldstreicherCarey


KrimmGilchrist Pena-Melnyk Washington, A.Carozza


LaffertyGlenn Pendergrass Washington, M.Carr


LamGutierrez Platt WestCassilly


Lewis, J.Haynes Proctor WilkinsChang


Lewis, R.Healey Queen Young, K.Clippinger


LiermanHettleman Reznik Young, P.Cluster


Voting Nay - 27


KrebsFisher McDonough ReillyAdams


LongFolden Metzgar RoseAfzali


MautzGlass Miller, W. ShoemakerArentz


McComasGrammer Otto SzeligaAumann


McConkeyImpallaria Parrott WivellBeitzel


JacobsCiliberti


Not Voting - 15


Howard, S.Buckel Morgan Sample-HughesAnderton


KittlemanClark Rey WalkerAngel


MaloneHoward, C. Saab WilsonBarnes, D.


Excused from Voting - 0


Excused (Absent) - 4


KipkeHayes VogtFraser-Hidalgo


(* indicates vote change)


All "NAY" votes 
were cast by
Republicans


Republican YEA 12


Republican NAY 27


Republican ABSTAIN 9


Republican EXCUSED 2


Republicans highlighted in Red Dist. 32 Delegates highlighted in Blue
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Voting Nay - 27 (All are Republican)
Adams Fisher Krebs McDonough Reilly
Afzali Folden Long Metzgar Rose
Arentz Glass Mautz Miller, W. Shoemaker
Aumann Grammer McComas Otto Szeliga
Beitzel Impallaria McConkey Parrott Wivell
Ciliberti Jacobs
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